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ABSTRACT

Cloud thermodynamic phase—whether a cloud is composed of spherical water
droplets or polyhedral ice crystals—is an important parameter for optical communi-
cation with space-based instruments, remote sensing of the atmosphere, and, perhaps
most importantly, understanding weather and climate. Although some methods exist
to detect the phase of clouds, there is still a need for passive remote sensing of
cloud thermodynamic phase due to its low-cost, scalability, and ease of use. Two
methods for cloud thermodynamic phase classification employ spectral radiance ratios
in the short-wave infrared, and the S1 Stokes parameter, a polarimetric quantity. In
this dissertation, the combination of the two methods is realized in an instrument
called the short-wave infrared three-channel polarimeter. The coalescence of radiance
ratios in the short-wave infrared and polarization channels oriented parallel and
perpendicular to the scattering plane provides better classification of cloud phase
than either method independently. Despite the improvement, the low-cost system
suffered from hardware and software limitations, which caused an increase in noise
and polarimetric artifacts. These errors are analyzed and a subset of low-noise data
shows even better classification ability. All together, the results attained from the
deployment of the polarimeter in early 2019 showed promise that the combination of
the two methods is an improvement over past techniques.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Across the globe, clouds are ubiquitous, covering about two thirds of the Earth

at any given time and influencing precipitation, radiative transfer, sky radiance

and polarization, optical communications with space-based instruments, and more.

Because of their prevalence, clouds may seem simple and well-understood, but in

fact, the opposite is true: clouds remain one of the largest uncertainties in climate

models [1–3] and new discoveries about them are frequent in the literature. In general,

clouds are one of the primary factors in the planet’s radiation budget, and the details

of the particles that make up clouds determine how solar radiation interacts with

the earth [4–7]. These interactions influence temperatures across the entire globe and

therefore require careful study [8]. The particle shape, size, orientation, concentration,

surface properties, and thermodynamic phase (i.e., if the particles are in the liquid

or solid (ice) phase) must be known to better understand the way clouds influence

the climate [3, 9–14], to better model sky radiance and polarization, and to improve

the methods by which ground-based systems converse with satellites and other space-

based instruments via optical communication.

The intricacies of how clouds interact with each other and the rest of the

atmosphere can become very complex, but their basic role is to either cool or heat

the planet. In addition to the cloud particles’ shape, size, and thermodynamic phase,

the types of aerosols in the atmosphere play a very important role in cloud formation

and evolution and thus aerosol-cloud interactions are another critical piece of the

puzzle. In fact, the “twilight zone” of where a cloud ends and aerosols begin is
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a powerful example of the close-knit ties between the two [15]. Not only is the

cloud thermodynamic phase (CTP) an important factor in cloud development and

evolution, but it is also a prerequisite to inferring other cloud properties, such as

particle size and shape. Broadly speaking, water clouds, which are composed of

spherical droplets, tend to deflect warming rays from the sun while ice clouds, which

can be composed of various crystal structures [16], tend to heat the Earth because

of their typically small optical depth and high greenhouse effect, and thus CTP is a

large uncertainty in weather and climate models [1,3,17]. Furthermore, remote sensing

systems cannot effectively determine particle shape and size until the thermodynamic

phase is known [6,8, 12,13].

Climate and weather simulations are highly sensitive to numerous small factors

[18, 19], and the understanding of these details can greatly improve climate models.

Over the last few decades, scientists and engineers spanning fields from meteorology

to computer science have made steady advances that improve weather and climate

modeling. By increasing the number of input parameters, the output of the model

improves, but at the cost of computational power. Nonetheless, to make weather

predictions more accurate, and thus acquire a better understanding of our climate,

more detailed information about the physics in the atmosphere is required.

This work focuses on furthering research in cloud thermodynamic phase detec-

tion by creating and combining new methods of classification in the field. One method

uses the ratio of radiance in three spectral bands in the short-wave infrared (SWIR)

from sunlight scattered by clouds; and the other method reads the polarization state

of this same light.

Electromagnetic waves with wavelengths between 1.1 µm and 3.0 µm (270 THz

to 100 THz) are the SWIR band and are convenient for cloud measurements. Not

only are optical components (e.g., lenses and filters) and detectors readily available
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for a relatively low cost, but sub-bands within the SWIR have low absorption from

water vapor and are thus well suited to the application.

Polarization, or the orientation of a light wave’s electric field, carries a large

amount of information. Academics, industry, and the military all use polarization for

research, quality assurance, man-made or low-contrast object detection, to name a

few of the ways that polarization is utilized. In clouds, spherical water droplets and

polyhedral ice crystals manipulate the incoming polarization state to a point that

may be detectable by ground-based instruments. In the remainder of this chapter,

we introduce the common techniques used to classify CTP, starting with in situ

instruments and ending with passive remote sensing systems.

1.1 Methods for remote sensing of cloud thermodynamic phase

Over the past several decades, a substantial amount of work has gone into cloud

classification with remote sensing systems. Researchers implemented ground-, air-,

and spaced-based lidar, imaging, and multi-spectral instruments to locate and classify

clouds. This section is divided into four subsections: first, a brief introduction into

different types of in situ instruments and measurements explores why these are not

suitable for continuous sensing of clouds; next, three subsections describe active and

passive remote-sensing systems for CTP classification including a dual-polarization

lidar, infrared spectral radiance methods, and a passive polarimeter.

1.1.1 In situ instruments

Typical in situ measurements are mounted to aircraft or balloons and flown

through clouds, such as the Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Mea-

surement Aerial Facility [20]. The instruments themselves have inlets that bring

cloud particles into a chamber where they can be probed. Once in the chamber,
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most methods use a narrow beam of light to illuminate the particle and measure

its near-forward scattering [21]. Other methods, such as the Multi-Element Water

Content System (Science Engineering Associates WCM-2000), use heated elements

to determined liquid and total water content and then deduce the ice water content

from the difference.

These types of sensors are typically very accurate and can probe specific regions

of clouds. However, since in situ measurements require aircraft to probe clouds,

they spend a disproportional amount of time and money for the relatively small

region being analyzed. Aircraft are expensive to deploy, and although they can

retrieve a large amount of data, the frequency at which an aircraft would need to

be deployed in order to get enough useful data is unlikely to be feasible for such

studies. Furthermore, the atmosphere can contain many different cloud layers that

are dynamic and constantly changing, and in some cases too dangerous for airplanes

to fly through. For these reasons, a remote-sensing system is often more favorable

for long-term monitoring. The large variety of remote sensing systems allows for a

breadth of applications. An instrument for cloud-side CTP measurements would be

designed very differently than one for all-sky CTP deduction, but both are remote

sensors. Furthermore, high frequency sampling and autonomy can be achieved for

ground-based, upward pointing systems. This dissertation will focus on optical

sensing methods and not discuss cloud radar, which is a common method of cloud

remote sensing.

1.1.2 Lidar systems

Currently, many active ground-based remote sensing systems can infer cloud

phase. A common method to classify clouds as composed of liquid water or ice

crystals is a dual-polarization lidar system that exploits the crystal structure of ice
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[9,13,22–25]. In the absence of a scanning system, which can provide a large FOV at

the expense of cost and complexity, a ground-based lidar measures only a single range-

resolved column. Satellite-based lidars, on the other hand, are constantly moving

around the planet providing more spatial information in the form of vertical slices.

Lidars in general require more hardware and power to run than passive systems, and

eye-safe lidars are a necessity for routine use. A major downside of lidar systems,

especially for those with low power, is their inability to penetrate multiple cloud

layers or optically thick clouds. Nonetheless, they have been shown to classify CTP

with high accuracy and are therefore used as a validation in our work.

The Multiple-Application Montana Lidar (MAML) [26], uses a pulsed, polarized

laser for cloud detection and classification [9, 27]. The linearly polarized laser beam

from MAML (referred to as the dual-polarization lidar throughout this document)

scatters off water droplets in liquid-water clouds, ice crystals in ice clouds, or both in a

mixed-phase cloud. The time of flight of the beam determines the height of the cloud

or clouds (the lidar is able to see multiple layers of thin clouds) and the ratio of the

returned co-polarized and cross-polarized terms (called the cross-polarization ratio)

indicates whether the cloud is composed of liquid water or ice. This powerful tool was

used as a validation technique for the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter (see Chapter 4)

and the proof-of-concept experiments leading up to it (see Chapter 2).

Range-corrected return signals from the dual-polarization lidar can show a single

cloud or several layers from the co-polarized return signal. The cloud height (and

occasionally the cloud optical depth) can be determined from this information. To

retrieve the thermodynamic phase, the cross-polarization ratio must be known. This

is found by dividing the cross-polarized return signal by the co-polarized return

signal. Clouds that are composed of ice crystals will alter the polarization state

of the scattered light, thereby generating a nonzero cross-polarized signal (although
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near-zero cross-polarization ratios are possible, although infrequent, under unique

conditions [22]).

Figure 1.1 shows an ice cloud’s range-corrected return signals and cross-

polarization ratio. The large amount of noise in the cross-polarization ratio plot

comes from dividing by very small numbers. The noise takes up the majority of

the plot, but is visually helpful in identifying clouds and their CTP since the signal

from a cloud contrasts well against this background. The co- and cross-polarization

return signals significantly increase at 7 km. In this figure, the cross-polarization

ratio is well defined from 0 km to 6 km; in the vicinity of a cloud distributed between

approximately 7 km and 9 km, the noise collapses to about 35%, which is a typical

signature of an ice cloud [9, 27].

Liquid water clouds are slightly harder to identify since they produce two types

of cross-polarization ratio signals: one where the ratio is near zero (typically between

0% and 3%), and the other case, caused by multiple scattering in optically thick

liquid clouds, produces a non-zero cross-polarization ratio. The difference between

liquid-water and ice cloud cross polarization ratios is the pattern and curvature of the

ratio as a function of range. Figure 1.2 shows the range-corrected return signals and

cross-polarization ratio for a liquid-water cloud. A careful comparison between these

plots and those from the ice cloud (Figure 1.1) shows that the cross-polarization ratio

slowly begins to increase as the signal penetrates into the cloud. The co-polarized

signal shows that a cloud began at 1.4 km, but the cross-polarization ratio did not

begin to increase until more than 1.6 km. Once in the cloud, the ratio was zero for

more than 200 m until the laser light underwent a significant amount of multiple

scattering, causing the cross-polarization ratio to increase as a function of depth.

This increase follows a pattern and can be distinguished between the abrupt and

noisy ratio that an ice cloud creates [9, 27].
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Figure 1.1: The range-corrected return signals and ratio from the dual-polarization
lidar (top), and a zoomed in version (bottom), show that the detected cloud was
composed of ice. The abrupt change in ratio from random noise to 35% is an indicator
of ice crystals.
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Figure 1.2: The range-corrected return signals and ratio from the dual-polarization
lidar (top), and a zoomed in version (bottom), show that a thick water cloud
depolarizes the signal due to multiple scattering events. The gradual and predictable
slope of the cross-polarization ratio distinguishes this from an ice cloud (see
Figure 1.1).
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Due to the complex cloud signals in the co- and cross-polarization states as

well as the cross-polarization ratio, a simple algorithm is not sophisticated enough to

discriminate the two. In an attempt to streamline the process of CTP discrimination

with the dual-polarization lidar, Elizabeth Rehbein classified the bulk of the dual-

polarization data in this study, and Bryan Scherrer is developing a machine learning

algorithm from these classification for a peripheral project. While not discussed in

this work, the benefits of the algorithm have important implications for future work

with passive CTP instruments, especially for large data collection campaigns.

1.1.3 Spectral-band methods

Passive remote-sensing systems can have a number of advantages over lidar

systems. In many cases, these systems are less expensive and more convenient since

they only rely on sunlight or thermal emission. Also, they can have a large field of view

without the necessity to scan, and thus they are easy to deploy and run continuously

(much like NASA’s aerosol robotic network, also known as AERONET [28]). Work in

a variety of spectral bands has been done by researchers across the world. Thermal

infrared bands are of particular interest because they can classify CTP during day

or night conditions [6, 29–32]. In the following section, we focus on the work done

primarily within the SWIR band.

A great amount of work has gone into classifying CTP with infrared spectral

bands and can be traced back to 1960 [33]. Perhaps the most popular method of

distinguishing the CTP is with spectral band ratios in the SWIR. In 1987 Pilewskie

and Twomey [34] used the reflectance from clouds in the spectral band 1.55 µm to

1.75 µm to identify their phase. The key to their studies, as to nearly all others

using spectral bands to determine CTP, is the difference in the imaginary part of the

index of refraction (and thus the absorption) between ice and liquid water. Typically,
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the refractive index of ice is referenced to Warren and Brandt [35], whose studies

span five bands in the visible (185 nm to 400 nm), the short-wave infrared (1.4 µm to

2.8 µm), the midwave infrared (3.5 µm to 4.3 µm), the longwave infrared (33 µm to

600 µm), and into the microwave region (1 mm to 100 mm). In 2008, however, Warren

and Brandt published a paper [36] revising the value for the index of refraction from

their previous work. While most of the changes were slight (with the exception of

the 200 nm to 500 nm band, which was quite extreme), they may impact the findings

from studies done prior to 2008. The imaginary part of the index of refraction for

water has been studied by many researchers, and in this work we consider the work

by Kou et al. [37]. The difference between the imaginary part of the refractive indices

in the band of 1.4 µm to 1.9 µm can be seen in Figure 1.3. This range is of interest

to this work, although others have exploited the difference between the two indices

in other regions of the spectrum.

The small amount of water vapor in the atmosphere has a significant influence

on radiative properties since it strongly absorbs solar radiation in various spectral

bands and has a strong greenhouse effect. Water vapor does tend to absorb sunlight

much differently than either liquid water or ice. However, there are bands where

water vapor absorption is so high that retrieving information about cloud phase in

those regions is much more difficult. Therefore, this is an important consideration

when deciding on spectral bands for CTP discrimination, especially for ground-based

measurements where the signal must travel through a dense water vapor region when

compared to space-based measurements, for which the atmosphere above the cloud

is relatively thin.

The thermodynamic phase of a cloud can be interpreted by using ratios

of spectral radiance in a variety of bands. The work described in this section

primarily focuses on non-thermal infrared bands, that is, where solar reflectance or
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Figure 1.3: The difference in the slope of the imaginary part of the refractive index
between liquid water and ice can be exploited to classify cloud thermodynamic
phase. Even super-cooled water (black line) shows very similar properties to room-
temperature water [11, 35–37]
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transmittance (rather than emission) dominates the detected signal. This is not

to discount the promising research that infers CTP from thermal infrared bands.

Table 1.1 details the primary works in classification of CTP in the SWIR. Pilewskie

and Twomey [34] were the first to utilize this method by measuring the vertical profile

of clouds while the sun was at a zenith angle of 45°. The spectra of ice and liquid-

water clouds differed greatly in their band of interest. It should be noted that they

did not use other instruments to validate the cloud’s composition and deduced the

thermodynamic phase based on the cloud type and the height within the cloud of

the measured region; nonetheless, they paved the way for CTP classification based

on spectral bands.

The next largest step in CTP from spectral bands was done in 2000 by

Baum et al. [16, 38]. Their work was based on the Moderate-Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS). MODIS has 36 spectral bands ranging from 0.4 µm to

14.2 µm and is part of the Earth Observing System that was launched into orbit

in 1999. Baum et al. simulated MODIS data collection during a campaign called

the Subsonic Aircraft Contrail and Cloud Effects Special Study (SUCCESS). These

simulations of MODIS were done from an aircraft flying above clouds. They used

bands in the thermal infrared and short-wave infrared, namely at 0.65 µm, 1.63 µm,

and 1.90 µm, to enhance the process of deducing CTP.

In 2001, Knap et al. [8] focused on the slope of absorption as a function of

wavelength to infer CTP. Their work capitalized on the fact that at 1.67 µm, the

slope of absorption as a function of wavelength for liquid water is essentially zero

while the slope of ice is negative (see Figure 1.3). They defined the slope as

S1.67 = 100
R1.70 −R1.64

R1.64

, (1.1)
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where Rλ is the reflectivity in the spectral band centered at λ. Equation (1.1) is

essentially the normalized difference ratio, a technique that is used by many future

researchers. Simulations were done as aircraft flying over land, water, or snow with

clouds in between. Their experimental measurements were done from an aircraft over

the ocean with a nadir pointing instrument. They noted that the greatest challenges

in these methods was detecting CTP over certain surfaces, such as snow and rock,

especially when the optical depth was low, and in differentiating between ice and

mixed-phase clouds.

Acarreta et al. [39] built on previous work done by Knap et al. and found that the

addition of spectral fitting in the range of 1.55 µm to 1.67 µm increased the robustness

of the classification method. Their findings from satellite spectra also suggested that

the ground reflectance can be problematic when trying to classify CTP from space,

and thus a good understanding of the ground reflectance is very helpful, but not

always available. Furthermore, they ignored cloud optical depths below 3 and found

that solar zenith and viewing angle only had a small effect on CTP classification.

A similar instrument to MODIS is the U.S. Department of Energy’s Multispec-

tral Thermal Imager (MTI), which was used by Chylek and Borel [40] to determine

CTP. At the time, they claimed that the SWIR regime was best suited for CTP

classification. Their simulations using the MODTRAN radiative transfer code and

the data from MTI identified the reflectance ratio between 0.87 µm and 1.6 µm spectral

bands as a good value for classification. In a later study, Chylek et al. [41] used a

visible band with a SWIR band to classify CTP. They used thermal infrared bands

to identify the temperature of the cloud, and noted that signatures above 0 ◦C were

liquid-water clouds, ice clouds were below −40 ◦C, and mixed phase clouds could exist

in between. They reiterate the difficulties of the ground reflectance interfering with

CTP classifications for certain ground types.
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In 2008, Ehrlich et al. [42] used data from high-altitude aircraft to develop three

separate methods for CTP identification. Their first method relied on the radiance

difference in spectral bands at 1.55 µm and 1.70 µm, normalized by the radiance at

1.64 µm. This method was validated mostly with in situ instruments. The second

method used principal component analysis on simulated ice clouds near the 1.55-µm

band and water clouds in the 1.60-µm to 1.70-µm band, and normalized them to the

0.86-µm band. Their first two methods, much like the methods from other researchers,

did not distinguish CTP for clouds with low optical depth (below approximately

2). Their third method relied on the different directional scattering that occurs for

different particle shapes, which worked especially well for clouds with low optical

depth. While this technique may have promising applications, the authors identified

that this method only works for top-of-cloud measurements, which would require

satellite- or aircraft-based detection.

King et al. [43] used a large variety of bands that were available on MODIS

to retrieve cloud phase. Typically, they determined CTP in phases, starting

with thermal infrared bands. If CTP could not be determined using the thermal

methods, they utilized bands at 0.66 µm, 1.62 µm, and 2.13 µm to help with the final

classification. Like other studies, they simply used the temperature of the cloud to

confirm that it was ice (colder than −40 ◦C), liquid water (warmer than 0 ◦C), or

mixed (somewhere in between).

In 2011 Martins et al. [10] tested their cloud scanner prototype that had a

scanning spectrometer, thermal scanner, and digital camera fitted with a fisheye lens.

They flew an airplane near clouds and measured the scattered sunlight from cloud

sides. Their analysis used the 2.10-µm and 2.25-µm bands and confirmed their CTP

classifications by using the temperature of the clouds provided by the thermal infrared

scanner. Clouds that had a temperature between −40 ◦C and 0 ◦C were not analyzed
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because they could have consisted of ice, liquid-water, or mixed-phase particles.

Few researchers have developed their own instrument for CTP detection and

validation; however, Jäkel et al. [13] not only designed a spectrally sensitive

instrument, they also used a lidar system to validate their CTP classifications. They

defined their phase index as the difference between the 1.55-µm and 1.70-µm bands

divided by the 1.70-µm band. Their instrument was ground-based and operated

alongside their dual-polarized lidar. The two instruments pointed at the same region

(although had different fields of view).

Finally, in 2016, Thompson et al. [12] not only reviewed four of the methods

discussed above, but also proposed a method of spectrum fitting in the 1.4-µm to 1.8-

µm range. They used the fit to identify liquid-water content and ice-water content

of a cloud. This method improved accuracy in CTP classification relative to some

of the methods discussed above. Their remote data were from aircraft flights over

ocean water and used in situ measurements to validate CTP. They recognized the

dependence of CTP classification on cloud optical depth, and thus did not attempt

to classify clouds with an optical depth below 0.25.

Most of the instruments presented were either satellite based or airborne.

These typically downward-looking orientations have the major advantages of covering

large areas quickly and operating above the thickest part of the atmosphere where

gaseous absorption is highest. However, airborne and satellite-based remote sensing

is costly and downward-viewing measurements of clouds are often contaminated by

surface reflections. Furthermore, nearly all methods were declared to be relatively

insensitive to viewing geometry, and those researchers who noticed a dependence

on solar angles stated that the difference was insignificant for CTP retrieval [13].

However, with the exception of one classification method (that only works for top-

of-cloud measurements) [42], these methods only performed well for clouds with
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Table 1.1: A table of work in the SWIR bands for CTP classification shows the
large effort that has gone into determining the thermodynamic phase of a cloud with
spectral bands.

Author Year Method

Pilewskie and Twomey [44] 1987 1.55 µm to 1.75 µm

Baum et al. [16, 38] 2000 0.65 µm, 1.63 µm, and 1.90 µm

Knap et al. [8] 2002 1.64 µm and 1.70 µm

Acarreta et al. [39] 2004 1.55 µm to 1.67 µm

Chylek and Borel [40] 2004 0.87 µm and 1.60 µm

King et al. [43] 2004 0.66 µm, 1.62 µm, and 2.13 µm

Chylek et al. [41] 2006 0.66 µm and 2.13 µm

Ehrlich et al. [42] 2008 0.86 µm to 1.70 µm

Martins et al. [10] 2011 2.10 µm and 2.25 µm

Jäkel et al. [13] 2013 1.55 µm and 1.70 µm

Thompson et al. [12] 2016 1.4 µm to 1.8 µm

large optical depths. Ground-based spectral radiometers have the disadvantage of

thick atmosphere, a static viewing region, and sparse distribution across the globe,

but upward-looking instruments, such as the spectrometer used by Pilewskie and

Twomey [44] and the spectrometer used by Jäkel et al., [13] have a simpler background

(the sky) and are often cheaper and easier to deploy than air- and space-based

instruments.

One of the largest hurdles, therefore, is to develop an instrument that can identify

CTP in optically thin clouds as well as optically thick ones. Some recent work in

polarimetry [45–47] has shown good separation of liquid-water and ice clouds.
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1.1.4 Polarization method

One method of interpreting polarimetric data is with the Stokes parameters for

radiance (i.e., with units W m−2 sr−1). The first three terms, S0, S1, and S2, describe

linear polarization states as shown in Equations (1.4) to (1.6). Furthermore, the

degree of linear polarization (DoLP ) can be expressed by Equation (1.7). The variable

L represents the detected radiance at the specified polarizer angle. For example L⊥

represents the quantity of radiance detected by the horizontal channel, that is, the

channel perpendicular to the scattering plane. The measurement in each channel of

a polarimeter with a parallel (L‖), perpendicular (L⊥), and diagonal polarizer (L45)

was a product of the system matrix and input Stokes parameters, as defined by


L‖

L⊥

L45

 =
1

2


1 1 0

1 −1 0

1 0 1



S0

S1

S2

 , (1.2)

where each row of the system matrix was the fist row of the Mueller matrix for the

corresponding polarizing element (more details in Section 5.2). The Stokes parameters

were therefore defined by the inverse of the system matrix multiplied by the detected

radiance vector,


1 1 0

1 −1 0

−1 −1 2



L‖

L⊥

L45

 =


L‖ + L⊥

L‖ − L⊥

2L45 − L‖ − L⊥

 =


S0

S1

S2

 . (1.3)

This Muller calculus was used to determine how the Stokes parameters were defined.

S0 = L‖ + L⊥ (1.4)
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S1 = L‖ − L⊥ (1.5)

S2 = 2L45 − S0 (1.6)

DoLP =

√
S2
1 + S2

2

S0

(1.7)

In 2015, Knobelspiesse et al. [45] published a paper on CTP classification with

visible and near-infrared polarization signatures instead of spectral band normalized

difference ratios. Their simulations found that the S1 Stokes parameter could

determine CTP for optically thin and modestly thick clouds that were in a region of

the sky where solar scattering angles were between 40° and 70°. Their experimental

data mostly agreed with their predictions; however, the differences in S1 values

between liquid-water and ice clouds was minimal. They did note that longer

wavelengths tend to be better at discriminating the two phases, which is why the

SWIR was a good candidate for the addition of polarimetric sensitivity.

In early 2019, Eshelman et al. [47] used the polarimetric method to analyze

measurements from their all-sky polarimeter. Results from their experiments were

very promising, showing good CTP discrimination based on the S1 Stokes parameter

in the visible and near-infrared bands. Their data showed that scattering angle was

a very important factor and that a high aerosol optical depth could be problematic

for CTP retrieval. Nonetheless, as long as the air is relatively clear and the cloud is

within the region of 10° to 70° scattering angle, then the CTP retrieval is promising.

The recent advances in polarimetry for CTP retrieval do not have the history or

breadth of simulated and experimental data that the spectral-band method does,
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but their initial results are very promising and should be further studied and

expanded. The polarimetric method in SWIR bands may prove to be even better

at discriminating between CTP, at least under certain conditions. Moreover, the

combination of the methods is likely to create a more robust classification method.

The two methods have converse strengths and weaknesses; for example, the spectral-

band method misclassifies clouds with low optical depth, whereas the polarimetric

method performs best under these conditions. The two methods complement each

other and thus their combination should provide improved CTP classification.

1.2 Perspective

This dissertation explores the fusion of spectral and polarimetric methods

for better cloud thermodynamic phase discrimination through the development,

calibration, and implementation of the short-wave infrared three channel polarimeter.

The experimental results suggest that the combination of spectral radiance ratios and

polarization sensitivity indeed improve the CTP classification ability.

Prior to the development of the primary instrument in this work, the SWIR 3-

channel polarimeter, a search for ideal spectral band ratios was explored in Chapter 2.

This chapter discusses simulations of solar radiance scattered from liquid-water and

ice clouds using the MODTRAN radiative transfer code that led to the selection of

three spectral bands centered at 1.55 µm, 1.64 µm, and 1.70 µm. These simulations

were experimentally tested with a spectrometer and their results showed good

separability for most clouds.

In Chapter 3, the combination of spectral and polarimetric sensitivity were

realized in the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter. A detailed discussion of the hardware

and software is presented first, followed by a suite of calibrations for field of view,

spectral bandwidths, radiometric values, and polarimetric properties.
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Some polarimetric simulations, experiments, and results are discussed next, in

Chapter 4. Simulations of the Stokes S1 parameter are presented in order to compare

to the experimental results. Although the experimental data did not closely follow the

simulations for S1, the combination of methods provided better classification accuracy

when compared to each individual method alone.

Finally, before concluding, Chapter 5 takes a closer look at the results. The

SWIR 3-channel polarimeter did not perform as well as expected, so this chapter and

discusses the potential reasons for the high noise and small polarimetric contribution.

Although classification accuracy was highest with the addition of polarimetry, the

accuracy was likely reduced due to some instrument limitations; these are presented

and explored in this chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO

RADIANCE RATIOS FOR CTP DISCRIMINATION

2.1 Contribution of authors and coauthors

Partial Manuscript in Chapter 2

Author: Martin Jan Tauc

Contributions: Collected data with a spectrometer and dual-polarization lidar;
interpreted and analyzed results; generated figures and drafted the manuscript that
was accepted to the peer-reviewed Journal of Applied Remote Sensing.

Coauthor: David W. Riesland

Contributions: Generated simulated data; interpreted and analyzed those results and
ran a sensitivity analysis to identify ideal hardware for experiments. Helped with
experiments and analysis of those data. Contributed to and edited the manuscript
and figures.

Co-Author: Laura M. Eshelman

Contributions: Aided with the experimental setup and data collection, and she
analyzed and interpreted the results from experiments. Aided in the preparation
of the manuscript and figures.

Coauthor: Wataru Nakagawa

Contributions: Obtained funding, provided important insight and perspective for
analysis and modeling, and aided in the preparation of the manuscript and figures.

Coauthor: Joseph A. Shaw

Contributions: Obtained funding, managed remote sensing aspect of project, provided
important insight and perspective the the analysis and modeling, and aided in the
preparation of the manuscript and figures.
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This chapter describes simulations and experimental results that identified and

demonstrated three spectral bands in the short-wave infrared (SWIR) useful for

cloud thermodynamic phase (CTP) discrimination. First, we discuss the use of the

MODTRAN (version 5.2.0.0) radiative transfer code to simulate sunlight transmitted

through various cloud types. This analysis led us to develop a new CTP passive

sensing method based on radiance measurements at 1.55 µm, 1.64 µm, and 1.70 µm.

Next, we describe the experimental measurements made with a spectrometer at these

three bands, validated with dual-polarization lidar measurements of CTP. Finally,

we show that three-dimensional analysis of spectral band ratios provided better

CTP discrimination for clouds with optical depths as low as approximately 0.25

(uncertainties in cloud optical depth for the experimental data and limited ability

of the simulations to represent reality prevent us from stating an exact value of

the minimum cloud optical depth, but a more detailed discussion is presented in

Section 2.4.3).

2.3 Radiative transfer simulations

Simulations were accomplished through analysis of spectral radiance outputs for

different cloud types and ground viewing conditions via the MODTRAN radiative

transfer code. David Riesland simulated solar radiance scattered from clouds and

described them in more detail in his thesis [48]. Six standard cloud types were

used in the analysis to simulate different droplet distributions at different altitudes.

Five of the cloud types, Cumulus, Altostratus, Stratus, Nimbostratus, Stratus and

Stratocumulus, had a liquid-water composition, while Cirrus had an ice composition.

The optical depth of each cloud was varied by changing the extinction ratio of the

cloud while keeping altitude and geometric thickness at typical values.
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The scenario was set as follows: an observer with an altitude at ground level of

Bozeman, Montana (1460 m elevation) viewed a cloud at 0° azimuth, 45° elevation.

The sun was behind the observer at 180° azimuth, 45° elevation. Spectral radiance

was then calculated over the 1.40-µm to 2.10-µm band. A distinct difference was seen

in the slope of spectral radiance between 1.50 µm and 1.70 µm when comparing ice

clouds to liquid-water clouds at the same cloud optical depth. Figure 2.1 shows this

difference for clouds with optical depth of 6 (left) and for clouds with optical depth

of 0.1 (right). Although both plots show a distinction in slope between liquid water

and ice, the difference is more drastic for optically thick clouds.

Figure 2.1: When the optical depth of the cloud is large, ice clouds (green) show a
significant difference in slope from 1.50 µm to 1.70 µm when comparing to water clouds
(orange). When the cloud optical depth is low, the slopes become more difficult to
distinguish.

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the best discrimination bands

and bandwidths required to characterize CTP. Different algorithms were explored

using the relative magnitudes of each sub-band within the 1.50 µm to 1.70 µm

wavelength spectrum. Varying amounts of precipitable water vapor (PWV) caused

some issues when discriminating between two channels, but using three separate

channels within the 1.50-µm to 1.70-µm band helped this issue significantly. It was

found that the best cloud phase discrimination algorithm involved the use of three
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spectral bands centered at 1.55 µm, 1.64 µm, and 1.70 µm with full-width at half-

maximum bandwidths of 150 nm or less. The normalized difference ratios, R1.70,1.64,

R1.55,1.64, and R1.55,1.70, were then defined by the following equations:

R1.70,1.64 =
L1.70 − L1.64

L1.64

, (2.1)

R1.55,1.64 =
L1.55 − L1.64

L1.64

, and (2.2)

R1.55,1.70 =
L1.55 − L1.70

L1.70

, (2.3)

where Lband is the detected radiance in that particular spectral band.

Because previous research showed that CTP algorithms worked better for clouds

with high optical depth than for clouds with low optical depth, we ran models for

clouds with varying optical depths. A three-dimensional plot from these simulations

is shown in Figure 2.2. The three distinct cases are clear sky (shown as black circles),

liquid water (shown as orange lines), and ice (shown as green lines). Each case is

plotted multiple times with varying PWV. The most noticeable trend is that liquid

water and ice are well separated for large cloud optical depths, which means that this

method can be used to discriminate between the two. As the cloud optical depth gets

smaller, the ability to distinguish between the two becomes impossible. There are two

major problems with this scenario: first, cloud optical depth values are typically not

available from passive sensors and so we cannot use this parameter space (i.e., optical

depth, R1.55,1.64, R1.55,1.70) to identify a threshold for CTP discrimination; second,

this method only works for clouds with large optical depths. The first issue can be

solved by swapping the optical depth axis with the third difference ratio, R1.70,1.64, as
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indicated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2: Three integrated 150-nm-wide bands allow reasonable discrimination of
optically thick clouds when evaluated in three dimensions. The curves merge for low
cloud optical depth. Various lines represent varying PWV from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm.
Clear sky is depicted by black circles.

Figure 2.3 does not have as large of a separation as Figure 2.2, but each axis

represents a readily measurable quantity. In Figure 2.3, cloud optical depth is

represented figuratively by symbol size (i.e., large pluses or squares represent clouds

with large optical depth). As the symbols decrease in size, they approach the bottom

right (clear sky). This method of analysis looks promising for clouds with large or

even moderately small optical depth (above approximately 0.25).

2.4 Experimental validation

To test the simulated results, we collected downwelling spectral radiance data

using a spectrometer (Analytical Spectral Devices FieldSpec Pro FSP 350-2500P with
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Figure 2.3: Plotting the three normalized difference ratios shows good discrimination
between ice and liquid-water clouds. Symbol sizes (i.e., pluses and squares) represent
optical depth, and as the optical depth decreases, the two cloud types become
indistinguishable.
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sensitivity from 0.35 µm to 2.50 µm). From the radiance spectra, we binned data to

create three spectral channels centered at 1.55 µm, 1.64 µm, and 1.70 µm to calculate

experimentally determined spectral radiance ratios from Equations (2.1) to (2.3).

We also operated a dual-polarization lidar at the same time to provide ground-truth

CTP measurements since the polarization lidar method is so well established for CTP

classification. Data were collected during cloudy conditions on 21 and 23 January,

21 and 28 March, and 6 and 7 April 2016. The timestamps from the spectrometer

and from the dual-polarization lidar were compared and overlapping sessions were

flagged for analysis. Data from the dual-polarization lidar were manually searched

for timestamps that contained liquid-water clouds and timestamps that contained

ice clouds. Response-calibrated radiance spectra for liquid-water and ice clouds were

processed and analyzed.

2.4.1 Spectrometer calibration

Although the spectrometer had three separate detectors to achieve a very broad

spectral coverage, only the middle detector, with sensitivity between 0.966 µm and

1.755 µm, was used due to software limitations. The full-width at half-maximum

bandwidths of all channels was 150 nm, except for the 1.70-µm channel, whose

bandwidth was truncated at the 1.755-µm middle-detector cutoff. Figure 2.4

represents the spectral bands that were used in both the simulations and experiments.

A full radiometric calibration was not necessary since the analysis was done on

normalized difference ratios and not radiance values. Therefore, the spectrometer

was only partially calibrated, as described next.

The middle detector in the spectrometer was response calibrated using the sun,

a Spectralon diffuse reflectance target, with Lambertian reflectance of approximately

95% in the 1.40-µm to 1.80-µm range, and a model of solar transmittance with the
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Figure 2.4: The three spectral bands used for CTP classification were centered at
1.55 µm, 1.64 µm, and 1.70 µm with 150-nm bandwidths. The spectrometer was only
sensitive out to 1.755 µm which is why there is a sharp cutoff at this wavelength.

MODTRAN radiative transfer code. To calibrate the spectrometer, the processes used

the sun (on a clear day) as the source and the reflectance target to create a uniform

target. The target was placed so its surface was nominally normal to the sun, and the

fiber from the spectrometer was mounted so it was viewing near the normal of the

reflectance panel. It then recorded the solar spectral radiance as it was transmitted

through the atmosphere and reflected from the panel. Then, the MODTRAN

radiative transfer code was used to model the atmospheric conditions to characterize

the signal seen by the spectrometer. Digital number on the spectrometer could then

be matched to an estimated radiance value calculated from the MODTRAN radiative

transfer code. The spectral shape in the middle detector appeared to not change as a

function of solar irradiance, gain, or offset. We did notice that gain and offset values

would affect the relationship between the three channels, which is why the middle

channel was the only one used.

2.4.2 Experiment

The experimental setup was identical for each data collection session. The input

fiber for the spectrometer was mounted approximately 5 cm from the receiver of the

dual-polarization lidar. The probe was housed in a lens tube assembly to reduce the
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spectrometer’s field of view. Then, the lidar would run and classify clouds. Clouds

of mixed phase or multiple cloud layers were ignored and only instances of pure ice

or pure liquid water were considered. The spectrometer would run in tandem and

simply store the full spectrum every few seconds.

After data collection was complete, we interpreted CTP from the dual-

polarization lidar signal and flagged the corresponding spectrum either as liquid

water or ice, using the standard cross-polarization ratio method described in Sassen

[22] and implemented in the manner discussed by Seldomridge et al. [9, 27]. Data

from the flagged sessions were calibrated, integrated across the three spectral bands

(from Figure 2.4), and the three normalized difference ratios were calculated from

Equations (2.1) to (2.3).

2.4.3 Analysis

The three ratios from experimental data are plotted in Figure 2.5 to show that

liquid-water clouds (blue circles) can be distinguished from ice clouds (red triangles).

Simulated liquid-water and ice ratios are included for comparison. Overall, the liquid

water and ice are well separated and the experimental results generally match the

simulations.

The experimental ice cloud data dominate the upper portion of the plot and,

for the most part, closely match the simulated data. The experimental ice points

toward the far right portion of this figure are in the general vicinity of, but not

exactly coincident with, the simulated results; this is likely caused by certain cloud

properties that were not considered in the simulations, such as particle shape, size, and

orientation. The MODTRAN code assumes spherical ice particles with radii between

10 µm and 200 µm [49] and does not consider the broad variety of cloud microphysical

properties that could influence the measurements. It is also possible that artifacts
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Figure 2.5: The data collected from the spectrometer are plotted for liquid-water
(blue circles) and ice (red triangles) clouds in three dimensions and the simulated
data are added in for comparison. Although the two cloud types converge when
cloud optical depths are low, they are otherwise well separated.
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from the experimental setup, such as a fast-moving cloud with varying properties

averaged over the spectrometer’s exposure time, contributed to the difference between

simulated and measured values. Nevertheless, the important point is that the

measured ice cloud data are well separated from the measured liquid cloud data.

The experimental data from liquid-water clouds are very consistent with the

simulated data for low cloud optical depths. In Figure 2.5, the experimental data

overlap for the available simulated data (i.e., for optical depth values between 0.1

and 6). If simulated data for liquid-water clouds were extrapolated into higher and

lower optical depths they would also overlap with experimental data, suggesting that

the clouds from the experiments had a very wide range of optical depths. The overall

pattern of liquid-water clouds from the experiments matched the nominal pattern

from the simulations in that it extended in the expected direction for larger and

smaller optical depths. As was shown in Figure 2.3, as the optical depth became

smaller, the values approached the bottom right corner of the figure.

The fact that low cloud optical depths hinder CTP classification is not surprising.

Using spectral ratios for classification relies on the different absorption properties

of liquid water and ice as opposed to scattering behavior from cloud particles.

As a cloud’s optical depth decreases, fewer photons have the opportunity to be

absorbed and so classifying the thermodynamic phase becomes more difficult. Because

cloud optical depth has such a strong impact on the ability to discriminate clouds,

identifying a cutoff value is important. The bottom right part of Figure 2.5 represents

values of low cloud optical depth and so a fair amount of mixing between liquid-water

and ice measurements is apparent. We attempt to interpret the cut-off value of optical

depth for which liquid-water and ice clouds cannot be distinguished. By interpolating

PWV values at low values of optical depth, it appears as though a liquid-water cloud

of optical depth near 0.5 and an ice cloud of less than 0.1 occupy the same region and
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so represent threshold values above which this method appears to be effective.

In general, the experimental results (gathered over the course of six days in

January, March, and April) matched the simulated data. Although clouds became

indistinguishable when their optical depth was very low, they were well separated

otherwise. When the cloud optical depth was above some threshold (theoretically

above approximately 0.25, and experimentally above 0.5 for liquid water and 0.1

for ice), the two thermodynamic phases became distinguishable. Most studies have

found that CTP classification breaks down at low optical depths [8, 12] (typically

below at least 1 for methods using spectral band ratios), limiting the usability of

spectral analysis for discrimination. Even though our method also breaks down at

very low optical depths, it only misclassifies 2.9% of data when setting a threshold

plane where values above the plane correspond to ice clouds and values below to

liquid-water clouds. The plane, defined by

R1.70,1.64 = AR1.55,1.64 +BR1.55,1.70 + C, (2.4)

where A = 0.0272, B = −0.1846, and C = −0.1561, was found by iteratively changing

the coefficients until the lowest number of incorrect classifications was found. Such

a method of determining a threshold may be subject to over fitting for this specific

data set, but is reasonable for identifying an initial threshold plane.

A classification error of 2.9% is good, considering the limits in optical depth.

Had our method only considered clouds with larger optical depths, similar to the

procedures by other researchers [12, 39], then our classification accuracy would have

been higher, because there is obvious mixing of CTP in the region of Figure 2.5 for

low optical depths. The region in the lower right corner contains clouds with low

optical depths, and then both liquid-water and ice cloud measurements with higher
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optical depths branch toward the upper left. Furthermore, our data set contains a

variety of cloud types due to the fact that data collection took place over many days,

specifically on six different dates in winter and spring. This appears to be reflected

in the way the experimental data spans a large region of Figure 2.5.

As implemented in our upward-viewing experiments, this method benefits from

a much simpler background relative to that seen by downward-viewing sensors. We

also note that our experiments were made at the zenith for convenience with a

zenith-pointed lidar, but this method could be implemented with a sensor pointing

at potentially any angle.

An important element of this method is analyzing the data in three-dimensional

parameter space, which allows for a threshold plane to classify CTP instead of a single

value, which is common in other studies. The plane has three coefficients that allow

for fine tuning of the threshold and can better account for optical depth dependence.

The use of a plane in this 3-parameter space allows for details to be accounted for so

that the unique shapes from analysis of spectral band ratios can be separated with

finer control.

2.5 Perspective

In this chapter, we presented a new method of determining cloud thermodynamic

phase based on the relationship between three normalized difference ratios in the

SWIR. Unlike most other studies, we measured solar radiation transmitted through

clouds, instead of reflected, and performed our analysis by determining a threshold

plane in 3-parameter space instead of a single value. The cloud optical depth was

a limiting factor in this study, as well as most of those discussed in Section 1.1.3.

Below a cloud optical depth value of approximately 0.25, the CTP becomes difficult

to distinguish; nonetheless, discrimination based on a best-fit plane misclassified less
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than 3% of the data using coefficients A = 0.0272, B = −0.1846, and C = −0.1561

in Equation (2.4).

Nature often produces cloud conditions that are far more complex than single

liquid-water or ice clouds, such as multi-layered clouds or mixed-phase clouds, which

are even more difficult to classify and distinguish. With additional ground-truth data,

the method introduced here could be extended to distinguish mixed-phase clouds, in

addition to liquid and ice, similar to what has been done with other methods based

on spectral radiance [10, 12, 13, 38, 40–43]. These methods often relied on setting

two thresholds, one for liquid water and one for ice, and classifying mixed-phase

clouds in between these two thresholds. Although Thompson et al. [12] were able

to make impressive strides in mixed-phase cloud classifications, their method used a

more complicated spectral fitting procedure as compared to our three spectral ratios.

The purpose of this study was to establish a starting point for future analysis and

instrumentation, focused on cases of pure liquid and ice clouds.

The use of spectral bands in itself is not enough to classify CTP for every cloud

in the sky due to the limitations with optically thin clouds. Additional capabilities

are necessary for a passive instrument to detect optically thin clouds. Recently, work

in polarimetry has shown some promising results for classifying CTP in the visible

and near-infrared spectra for optically thin clouds [45,47]. A combination of radiance

ratios and polarimetry has been realized in the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter based

on the three spectral bands (1.55 µm, 1.64 µm, and 1.70 µm) and is discussed in the

following chapter.

Identifying the thermodynamic phase of a cloud is important for climate and

weather studies as well as optical communications with space-based instruments. The

work presented in this chapter lays the groundwork for a new passive instrument

that could be cost-effectively produced so that multiple CTP classifiers can be
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deployed around the world to improve our abilities to communicate with space-based

instruments, and our general understanding of the Earth’s climate.
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The use of spectral radiance ratios has shown promise for cloud thermodynamic

phase (CTP) discrimination for clouds with large optical depth (above about 0.25).

As described in Chapter 2, the analysis of spectral band ratios in 3D space provided

better classifications than in 2D space, but still the optical depth limitation prevented

the classification of optically thin clouds with radiance ratios alone. The addition of

polarimetric sensitivity, which has been shown to classify optically thin clouds in

the visible and near-infrared bands [45, 47], should broaden the conditions under

which liquid-water or ice clouds can be discriminated. The combination of these two

theories is realized in the short-wave infrared three-channel polarimeter, referred to

as the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter.

As noted in Section 1.1, simulations by Knobelspiesse et al. [45] and experimental

data from Laura Eshelman [47, 50] show that the S1 Stokes parameter identified

CTP in the visible spectrum based on its algebraic sign (or a threshold near 0).

The Knobelspiesse simulations [45] and more recent experimental results from Laura

Eshelman [47] both suggest that the polarization method generally works better in

the near-infrared for liquid clouds since water droplets polarize light more in these

bands. Simulations and experimental data from the spectral-band method show CTP

classification works with large cloud optical depths and simulations and experimental

data from the polarimetric method show that CTP classification works well when

clouds have low optical depth; therefore, the two methods are combined into the

SWIR 3-channel polarimeter.

This chapter first describes the design and construction of the polarimeter and

then details the calibration process. The design considered the importance of low cost

and small footprint for easy deployment. The instrument was calibrated for field of

view as well as spectral, radiometric, and polarimetric response, the latter including

modeling and compensation of the effects of reflections that occur when two wire-
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grid polarizers are used for calibration. The chapter concludes with a fully calibrated

instrument that is ready for field deployment.

3.3 Design of the 3-channel SWIR polarimeter

The SWIR 3-channel polarimeter was designed and prototyped by a under-

graduate capstone project team at Montana State University (MSU), comprised of

Carol Baumbauer, Benjamin Moon, and Andrew Abel. Their final product was a

working prototype with the ability to take cloud and clear-sky measurements. When I

inherited their system, I made some modifications, such as the addition of temperature

control, but the majority of the optics train remained the same. Therefore this chapter

only discusses the instrument in its current form, and not the design process.

The SWIR 3-channel polarimeter was designed to be pointed at clouds anywhere

in the sky and measure scattered sunlight at three wavelength bands (centered at

1.55 µm, 1.64 µm, and 1.70 µm) and at three linear polarization states (0°, 90°, and

45°) relative to the scattering plane. The algebraic sign of the Stokes S1 parameter and

three normalized difference ratios between the three spectral bands would determine

the CTP for optically thin and thick clouds. Inspired by the promise of the

independently verified spectral-band [51] and polarimetric methods [47], the SWIR

3-channel polarimeter was designed as a proof-of-concept, low-budget instrument

that would combine the two theories. At minimum, to be effective, the instrument

needed to collect spectral information in three wavelength bands and polarization

information at two orthogonal polarization orientations; the third polarization channel

was added to maximize efficiency (discussed later). In total, the polarimeter collected

nine independent measurements within a short time period to reduce (although not

eliminate) artifacts from moving clouds. Ideally, all nine of the coupled polarization

and spectral measurements would be taken in parallel, eliminating artifacts from cloud
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movement, but this approach would require significantly more components and greatly

increase the system complexity and cost when compared to sequential measurement

techniques [52]. As a trade-off between system complexity and measurement accuracy,

the system was designed with three parallel optical channels, each taking three

sequential measurements to achieve a total of nine sets of data per measurement.

3.3.1 Hardware

The instrument used three detectors, each of which were tied to a fixed lens and

polarizer, for three simultaneous measurements; the addition of a rotating spectral

filter wheel allowed for a total of nine measurements (three sets of which were

sequential). The polarizers were Meadowlark Versalight Infrared aluminum wire grid

on Corning Eagle XG with antireflective coating optimized for 1 µm to 2 µm and

an extinction ratio of about 5000:1 in the 1.45-µm to 1.80-µm band (VLM-100-IR).

They were housed in a �25.4-mm ThorLabs lens tube as the front-most element

of each optics train. Next in line, the filter wheel (ThorLabs FW102C modified

as discussed next) housed the three spectral filters (ThorLabs FB1550-40, Omega

PN1640BP35, and Omega PN1700BP50). The spectral filters were also �25.4 mm

and had nominal full-width at half-maximum of 40 nm (their full details are discussed

in Section 3.5). Finally, a 60-mm-focal-length achromatic doublet (ThorLabs AC254-

060-C) was placed after the filter wheel such that it focused the light onto the detector

(ThorLabs PDA30B amplified Ge photodiode). A schematic of the optical setup is

shown in Figure 3.1. The detector output was connected to an analog-to-digital

converter (ADC, National Instruments USB-6002). The resulting digital number was

then stored on a laptop computer running LabVIEW.
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Polarizers

Filter wheel

Spectral filters

Lenses
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Figure 3.1: A rendering of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter with all components (left)
and only optical elements (right) shows the orientation of the polarizers, spectral
filters, lenses, and detectors. In the left image, the optical elements are housed in
lens tubes and supported by post and post holders. The spectral filters are within
the motorized rotating filter wheel.

The first optical components were the polarizers. Each polarizer orientation

was tied to a specific detector because the first optical component in each optical

channel was a fixed polarizer. Looking into the system (as though you were a light

ray entering the polarimeter) the top right was channel 1 and vertical, or parallel (‖)

to the scattering plane, the next detector moving clockwise (bottom detector) was

channel 2 and diagonal (45°), and finally (top left) was channel 3 and horizontal, or

perpendicular (⊥). These details are also represented by Table 3.1 and because each

detector is tied to a fixed polarization state, detectors and channels will be referred

to by their polarizer orientation rather than detector number.

Immediately following the polarizers were spectral filters housed in a motorized

filter wheel that was modified to have three open apertures instead of its original one

open aperture. The filter wheel had two parts, the filter holder itself (FW102CW),

and the portion that retains and spins the holder. The filter holder had six positions,
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Table 3.1: Detectors were tied to polarizer orientations. Each channel was referenced
by its orientation relative to the optical breadboard (e.g., horizontal) and to the
scattering plane (e.g., ⊥).

Referenced to Orientations

Detector Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3

Breadboard Vertical Diagonal Horizontal

Scattering plane Parallel (‖) 45° Perpendicular (⊥)

whereas the retainer had only one opening. Therefore, a new retainer was 3D printed

with three evenly spaced openings (i.e., separated by 120°). The filter holder was then

mounted inside the retainer. Figure 3.2 shows the locations of each of the spectral

filters, with the 1.55-µm filter in position 2, the 1.64-µm filter in position 4, and

the 1.70-µm filter in position 6. The other three positions were filled with neutral

density filters to keep the detectors from light exposure during the transition from

one spectral filter to another. At each filter wheel rotation position, each polarization

channel would be exposed to one of the three spectral channels, so that all nine

measurements were completed after the filter wheel rotated to a new position three

times.

Next, the light transmitted through each polarizer and filter pair was focused

onto a detector by a lens. The lens focal length was chosen as a compromise between

high optical throughput—to help with the low signal at the wavelengths of interest—

and narrow field of view, for reducing the chance of measuring multiple different

clouds. The chosen 60-mm-lens had a satisfactory throughput while yielding about

2.6° full-angle field of view (FOV) for the entire instrument (more details about the

FOV are discussed in Section 3.4), allowing individual clouds to be isolated during

conditions with multiple clouds in the sky. In addition to the spectral and polarization
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1.55 µm

1.64 µm

1.70 µm

Figure 3.2: The spectral filters were placed in filter holder in specific locations so
that the correct filter was aligned with the correct measurement. The 1.55-µm filter
was in position 2, the 1.64-µm filter was in position 4, and the 1.70-µm filter was in
position 6.
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components, a monochromatic camera operating in the visible spectrum was installed

next to the other optics to help with alignment and cloud detection. Finally, the

instrument was mounted to a heavy-duty pan-and-tilt mount (MOOG QPT50) with

a dovetail mounting plate so that it could point in any arbitrary direction in one

hemisphere.

Eventually, the polarimeter will be a permanent fixture outside and collect data

when there is no precipitation, and close any openings during bad weather. This

will allow the instrument to collect as much data as possible without damaging any

optics. During validation in early 2019, however, the polarimeter operated in tandem

with a dual-polarization lidar during targeted cloudy periods and was then moved

indoors. The lidar system required that a person be present at all times (in case of

an aircraft flying over the beam) and could only operate in dry weather. As such, the

polarimeter case was designed so that it could be modified into a fully weatherproof

system when ready, but was not fully weatherproof in its current form. During the

course of validation, it was housed in a weatherproof 40× 35× 20 cm polycarbonate

enclosure (Stahlin PC1614). Four holes were drilled into the top of the box for the

three channels of the polarimeter and the visible camera. Once fitted with a hatch to

cover the openings during precipitation, the polarimeter would be fully weatherproof.

Power and communication ports were installed on the bottom of the enclosure to

minimize the chance of water leakage. The filter wheel and detectors required external

power, but the visible camera, ADC, and temperature data logger were all powered

via USB and communicated through the same USB port. Within the enclosure, the

three USB cables were combined with a USB hub so that only a single USB port

needed to be installed in the housing. Similarly, the DC-powered components were

supplied with power through a single connector. Amphenol connectors were used

due to their strong resistance to weather and corrosion, as well as their utility and
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durability.

Temperatures in Bozeman, Montana can reach near −30 ◦C in the winter and

35 ◦C in the summer, so to eliminate any temperature dependence in the detectors,

temperature probes and a thermoelectric (TE) heater/cooler (TE Technology AC-

073) were installed on the polarimeter. Four thermocouple sensors (National

Instruments 745690-K001) were placed in the box, one on each of the detectors

and one for measuring the ambient air temperature. Thermal paste was applied

to the back of each detector, then aluminum tape and polyimide tape were used

to secure the probe in place. The ambient-air probe was attached to a post and

secured to the optical breadboard. Without individual calibration, k-type probes

have a temperature range of 0 ◦C to 482 ◦C and an uncertainty up to 2.2 ◦C or 0.75%

(whichever is greater). In Section 3.6, measurements are shown that indicate that

the temperature dependence in the response of the SWIR 3-channel instrument is

very slight, if not completely insignificant, at least within the range of 15 ◦C to 25 ◦C,

and so such an error (although as much as 10%) is negligible. A photograph of the

internal components, including the optics and electronics, is shown in Figure 3.3.

The TE heater/cooler was attached to the lid of the enclosure. Peltier modules

require a large amount of current, so a separate power supply was dedicated to the TE

element. The 24 V DC and 12.5 A power supply (TE Technology PS-24-12.5) drove

the controller, Peltier modules, and fans. The controller (TE Technology TC-48-20

OEM), was controlled by a computer via RS-232 and maintained the set point whether

connected to a computer or not, so the user only had to define the temperature once

and then could disconnect the communication. If the controller was powered on or off,

the set point remained the same. The thermocouple from the TE heater/cooler was

affixed to the back of the horizontal (⊥) polarizer detector so that the temperature

of the detectors (and not just the ambient temperature) would reach the desired set
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Figure 3.3: A photograph of the internal components of the SWIR 3-channel
polarimeter shows the optical components and the electronics. Photo courtesy of
Elizabeth Rehbein and Riley Logan.
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point. This was affixed in the same manner as the previously described thermocouples

with thermal paste and aluminum and polyimide tape. The horizontal polarization

detector had two thermocouples (one used by the TE heater/cooler and another whose

readings were stored by the data logger) and these values had a systematic difference

of about 0.5 ◦C. Amphenol connectors delivered power to the inside of the enclosure

to power the controller and directed power and communication from the enclosure

directly to the TE heater and cooler. The addition of this final interface was so that

the lid of the enclosure could be removed without severing cables. Figure 3.4 shows

the outside of the enclosure with all the connectors and the TE heater and cooler.

TE
module

USB

Internal
power

Dovetail

TE power
in

TE power
out

Figure 3.4: A photograph of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter enclosure shows the
TE heater and cooler and all of the power and communication ports. The dovetail at
the bottom was used to couple to the pan-and-tilt mount. Photo courtesy of Riley
Logan and Elizabeth Rehbein.
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The ADC, filter wheel, camera, and pan-and-lilt mount were all controlled by a

nearby computer via two USB connections; the TE heater/cooler was controlled by a

completely independent controller and power supply. A combination of MATLAB and

LabVIEW scripts were used to control the system from a single LabVIEW function.

The automated code would establish communication with the pan-and-tilt mount

and the rotating filter wheel, rotate the mount into the scattering plane, collect data

while rotating the filter wheel, and repeat until terminated by the user. Apart from

an occasional need to update communication port settings, the program was entirely

autonomous. It created folders based on the current date, and files were named by the

date, time, detector gain, and pan and tilt locations. Once started, the instrument

would collect data until instructed to stop.

3.3.2 Software

The SWIR 3-channel polarimeter collected data with minimal supervision,

making it ideal for routine use. Once mounted and connected to the computer, the

LabVIEW script (with integrated MATLAB functions) would calculate the azimuth

and zenith positions of the sun and orient the polarimeter with its horizontal axis

perpendicular to the solar vertical plane (the plane defined by the sun and the

zenith). It then cycled through a range of zenith angles to measure scattering angle

dependence. A more thorough discussion on this is in Chapter 4. Then the instrument

collected 100 data points simultaneously on the three detectors over the course of 1 s

and documented corresponding time stamps and temperatures. It then rotated the

spectral filters and repeated this process for a total of three times. This produced a

16 × 100 array that was then stored on the computer with a file name of the form

yyyymmdd HHMMSS xxdB Pxxx xxTxxx xx.txt, where yyyy, mm, and dd represented

a four digit year (e.g., 2019), a two digit month (e.g., 03 for March), and a two digit
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day (e.g., 17), respectivley; HHMMSS represented the hours, minutes, and seconds

time in 24-hour format (e.g., 142857 was 14 hour, 28 minute, and 57 seconds); xxdB

was the gain setting on the detectors where x represented digits and was set to 70

(this could be modified for other applications, but would require a new radiometric

calibration); Pxxx xx was the pan angle where the underscore took the place of a

decimal point and Txxx xx was the tilt angle. Along with the data, an image from the

monochromatic visible camera was stored as a .jpg file with the same file name. The

time stamps correspond to each polarization state per spectral band. A representation

of the data is shown in Figure 3.5 and the timestamp for each polarizer orientation

and spectral band combination is shown in Table 3.2.

Each data collection run lasted about 10 s, and in that time the instrument

recorded changes in time and temperature. Data were collected at three different

filter wheel orientations, and thus time stamps were noted at those three distinct

times. In Figure 3.5, the time stamps are represented by roman numerals (e.g., III

is the third time stamp) in each square (or datum) of the chart, in case the time

difference between measurements was useful; for example, unexpected polarization

artifacts could be attributed to this time delay. The temperatures were also measured

throughout the duration of the run and then averaged in post processing. However, if

one were interested enough, they could go back and determine the exact temperature

for each time stamp. The temperature data logger stored temperatures for each of

the four probes after each filter wheel orientation (time stamps I-III) and just prior

to the data being saved (S). This way, temperatures were recorded for the duration

of the run.
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Figure 3.5: Data from the SWIR polarimeter were saved in a 16× 100 array. Three
different times tamps correspond to the time it took to rotate the filter wheel and
are stored in the first three columns and represented by roman numerals. Polarizer
orientations are split between nine columns (4-6 for vertical, 7-9 for diagonal, and
10-12 for horizontal), where the subcolumns are for each wavelength (in micrometers)
and represented by color. The final four columns (13-16) show temperatures for each
polarization state and the ambient air. Each datum (or box) has a roman numeral that
corresponds to the time that particular measurement was taken. The temperature
data were collected in groups of 25. The first 1-25 rows represent measurements after
the filter wheel was at its first position, rows 26-50 represent measurements when the
filter wheel was in its second position, and rows 51-75 represent measurements when
the filter wheel was in its final position. The temperatures in rows 76-100 are labeled
S because they represent the temperatures measured just before the instrument saved
the detector-output data.
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Table 3.2: Time stamp relationship to polarization and spectral data.

Time stamp 1 Time stamp 2 Time stamp 3

Vertical 1.55 µm Vertical 1.64 µm Vertical 1.70 µm

Diagonal 1.64 µm Diagonal 1.70 µm Diagonal 1.55 µm

Horizontal 1.70 µm Horizontal 1.55 µm Horizontal 1.64 µm

3.4 Field of view calibration

The three separate channels of the polarimeter had three different fields of view

and pointed in slightly different directions due to small differences in their assembly.

Although the field of view (FOV) was calculated by Equation (3.1), where rdet was

the radius of the detector and flens was the focal length of the lens, it was slightly

different from the actual FOV due to typical experimental uncertainties. Also,

experimental validation of the FOV revealed the orientation of each channel and

determined whether channels overlap.

θFOV = 2 tan−1
(
rdet
flens

)
= 2 tan−1

(
1.5 mm

60 mm

)
≈ 50 mrad ≈ 2.9° (3.1)

The FOV calibration identified the full-angle FOV for each channel and identified

how each channel overlaps. Furthermore, this calibration revealed the part of the sky

each channel was viewing, relative to the accompanying image.

An ideal FOV required a point source of light, to approximate this, we set a

small-aperture halogen light about 5 m from the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, which

was mounted to the pan-and-tilt mount, as shown in Figure 3.6. The calibration

was done outside and overnight, while background light conditions were low. The

mount would raster scan with 0.2° resolution (this was roughly the angular size of
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the point source as seen on the accompanying image) through preset angles such that

the minima and maxima corresponded to the edges of the accompanying image. The

response of each channel was then correlated to a position of the bright spot on the

accompanying image.

Figure 3.6: A photograph of the FOV calibration setup shows the point source about
5 m away from the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, which was mounted to the pan-and-
tilt stage.

After data were collected, they were analyzed in two different ways. First, the

output of each channel was inspected to determine the FOV based on the difference

of intensity as a function of pan and tilt angle. An example of such a dependence

is plotted in Figure 3.7. Second, the regions of the FOV were mapped to the

accompanying image, as shown in Figure 3.8.

The FOV for each channel in the pan and tilt orientation was determined by

interpolating the full-width-at-half-maximum of the signal for the pan and tilt angles.

Although nearly all channels had a full-angle FOV of 2.6° in both dimensions, some
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Figure 3.7: An example of the response of the diagonal channel as a function of
pan and tilt angle shows the region corresponding to when this channel was oriented
toward the point source. The data were normalized to the maximum value, and the
absolute pan and tilt angles were arbitrary—only the relative angles were necessary.

Figure 3.8: A representation of the FOV for each of the three channels of the
polarimeter mapped onto an example image. The vertical and horizontal FOVs are
slightly different, but mostly overlap, whereas the diagonal channel has poor overlap
with the other two.
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small deviations are detailed in Table 3.3.

Channel Pan Tilt

Vertical 2.6° 2.6°

Horizontal 2.6° 2.4°

Diagonal 2.6° 2.6°

Table 3.3: The full-angle FOV of the pan and tilt coordinates for each of the three
channels in the polarimeter.

In Figure 3.8, the FOV of each channel is overlaid on an example image such

that it identifies what portion of the sky any given channel was viewing. This was

an important step for understanding what cloud was viewed during conditions with

multiple clouds. Additionally, this calibration identified the overlap between the

channels. The vertical and horizontal channels show very good overlap, but the

diagonal channel overlaps less than half of either of the other two channels. This

is not much of an issue since the diagonal channel is not used in the analysis of

clouds, although it could be useful for degree of linear polarization measurements or

for minimizing the Stokes S2 parameter—a method for orienting into the scattering

plane [45]. The size of the circles within the image appear to have different diameters

despite having nearly identical FOVs, this is mostly due to errors in estimations when

correlating the FOV to the accompanying image.

3.5 Spectral calibration

The various components within the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter had different

spectral responses, all of which contributed to the final spectral response function

of the instrument. Furthermore, the nine different measurements (i.e., all the
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permutations of the three spectral and polarization states) all had different spectral

responses; significant differences existed due to the spectral filters themselves, but also

subtle differences were present between the different polarization states due to slight

differences between the lenses, polarizers, and detectors. These were all quantified

using a monochromator that output narrow spectral bands of light during a sweep

from 1.45 µm to 1.80 µm.

The monochromator (Action Research Corporation SpectraPro-150) used a

tungsten-halogen bulb (Princeton Instruments TS425) as the source and a diffraction

grating attached to a motorized mount to sweep through the different wavelengths.

Through a MATLAB script, the monochromator could be set to any arbitrary

wavelength within its acceptable range. The spectral output of the bulb was

wavelength dependent, so each monochromator output contained a different amount

of optical power. An optical power meter (Newport 1830-C with 818-IR/CM head)

accounted for this response by measuring the output power for each spectral band so

that it could be removed from the actual calibration. First, the optical power meter

took measurements at each wavelength; it was then removed and replaced with the

polarimeter, which took measurements at the same wavelengths.

In addition to a spectral dependence, the output from the monochromator was

also partially polarized due to the diffraction grating. Each detector, which was

locked to detect a specific polarization state (see Table 3.1), would therefore read

different power values depending on the polarization state. Within the region of

interest, between approximately 1.45 µm to 1.80 µm, the DoLP of the monochromator

output was consistently below 0.5, so a significant amount of light still reached the

polarimeter’s detectors. Considering this, the polarization dependence was not an

issue since the spectral response was normalized to itself for each of the nine spectral-

polarization combinations.
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Figure 3.9: The spectral output of the bulb used in the monochromator did not have
a flat spectral response; as such, the wavelength dependence of the output power had
to be accounted for over the spectral range of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter.

Figure 3.10: The diffraction grating in the monochromator caused the output to be
partially polarized in a different manner for each wavelength.
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Figure 3.11: The DoLP from the monochromator decreased as the wavelength
increased

In addition to experimental spectral calibration, data sheets from each of the

optical elements in the optics train (the polarizer, spectral filter, lens, and detector)

listed spectral responses, which were combined to determine a normalized theoretical

passband for each of the three spectral channels (but not all nine since we assumed

that optical components outside of the spectral filters were identical in their spectral

response). Each optical component’s passband is plotted in Figure 3.12, and the

resulting theoretical and experimental passbands are plotted in Figure 3.13. The

experimentally determined passbands matched the calculated ones very closely and

in Table 3.4 we show that the integrated radiance values were within a few percent.

The spectral calibration is important for two reasons. First, the spectral band

theory of CTP discrimination relies on radiance values in three distinct bands and

so we must verify that the instrument had well-separated spectral channels. Second,

the radiometric calibration uses the passband to determine the total transmitted
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Figure 3.12: Each component in the optical train had an associated data sheet
with the listed transmission as a function of wavelength. These were used to
mathematically determine the spectral response of each channel and compare to the
experimental results.

Figure 3.13: The normalized passbands for every combination of spectral and
polarimetric channel were similar in bandwidth to each other and to the theoretical
passband (black dotted line).
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integrated radiance to each channel.

3.6 Radiometric calibration

As with many instruments that make an absolute measurement (as opposed to

a relative one), a radiometric calibration is often necessary to correlate the measured

radiance to the detector output. In the case of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, the

detector output was analog voltage, which was converted to a digital number with

the ADC and stored on the computer’s hard disk drive. The radiometric calibration

was performed by taking measurements of a source with a known radiance and

relating them to the voltages on the detector. (The setup was nearly identical to the

polarization calibration—shown in Figure 3.20 in Section 3.7—except the polarizer

was removed.)

The radiometric calibration was performed in a dark lab with black cloths and

sheets of felt around the measurement setup to reduce extrnal scattered light. The

SWIR 3-channel polarimeter was placed about 6 cm from the front opening of the

integrating sphere (Labsphere Helios USLR-V12F-NMNN). The integrating sphere

used a halogen light bulb as the illumination source and scattered the light within

its spherical cavity in order to output a uniform disk of incoherent and randomly

polarized light. After letting the halogen bulb warm up for about 20 min, data

were recorded for approximately 1 min at each of 24 different brightness settings. To

determine any nonlinearity in the detector, the calibration used many low brightness

levels because the calibration was expected to be nonlinear in this region.

Much like the tungsten-halogen bulb described in Section 3.5, the output

of the integrating sphere was not flat as a function of wavelength, and so the

spectral shape was accounted for when determining band-average radiance at the

detector. In Figure 3.14, the integrating sphere’s output radiance as a function
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of wavelength was used to determine the amount of band-average radiance in each

of the nine measurements. This was calculated by taking the product of radiance

(Figure 3.14) and each of the normalized passbands (Figure 3.13) and then integrating

the region under the curve. Figure 3.15 represents the product of the two and thus

the detected spectral radiance (the detected radiance is indicated by the shaded

regions). In Table 3.4, the experimental and calculated detected radiance values

are compared. Indeed, the differences between them are small, but this indicates

the importance of experimental validation, especially when data sheets represent the

typical performance, and not the actual component. Furthermore, it is important to

note that differences exist within the same spectral band for the experimental spectra.

The three different polarization states also have different lenses and detectors that

have nonidentical spectral responses, and were likely positioned with small deviations,

all of which contribute to the inter-channel differences.

Figure 3.14: The spectral radiance from the integrating sphere was used to
radiometrically calibrate the polarimeter.

Radiometric calibrations often assume that the relationship between the radiance

and detected voltage are linear and of the form, Lband = VbandGband + Oband, where

Lband is the radiance, Vband is the voltage on the detector, Gband is the gain, and

Oband is the offset all in a given spectral band (e.g., L1.55 is the radiance for the band

centered at 1.55 µm). However, the germanium detector modules with integrated
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Experimental and calculated detected radiance

Spectral

channel

Polarization

state
Experimental ( W

m2 sr
) Calculated ( W

m2 sr
) Difference

1.55 µm

Vertical (‖) 5.3991

5.4289

0.27%

Horizontal (⊥) 5.2940 1.26%

Diagonal (45°) 5.3153 1.06%

1.64 µm

Vertical (‖) 4.9378

4.9729

0.35%

Horizontal (⊥) 4.7677 2.11%

Diagonal (45°) 4.8083 1.68%

1.70 µm

Vertical (‖) 6.0820

5.6361

3.81%

Horizontal (⊥) 5.8249 1.65%

Diagonal (45°) 5.8494 1.86%

Table 3.4: A comparison of experimental and calculated detected radiance values
shows a small, but present difference.
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Figure 3.15: The final detected radiance for each band was the integral of the product
of the spectral response and the integrating sphere’s spectral output. The color shaded
regions represent the integrated radiance for each particular band. The dotted line
and gray shaded regions represent the calculated spectral and detected radiance,
respectively.

amplifiers had a response that was closer to a quadratic fit. Specifically, the detected

radiance for each band was calculated as

Lband = V 2
bandC2,band + VbandC1,band + C0,band, (3.2)

where the Cx,band represent the three different coefficients for the quadratic (x = 2),

linear (x = 1), and offset (x = 0) terms. The values for the coefficients for each

spectral band and polarization state combination are shown in Table 3.5.

The quadratic fit matched the data very well. Since the data that were collected

during field experiments produced low voltage signals, only the 0 V to 6 V range were

included in the fit. The root mean square errors were low, and at worst reached

0.0041. These calibration curves are plotted in Figure 3.16.
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Table 3.5: The constants for each of the terms in the quadratic fit are presented for
each polarization state and spectral band.

Vertical (‖) Horizontal (⊥) Diagonal (45°)

C2 C1 C0 C2 C1 C0 C2 C1 C0

1.55 µm 0.023 0.801 0.014 0.015 0.823 0.013 -0.012 0.744 0.012

1.64 µm 0.035 1.228 0.038 0.022 1.210 0.036 -0.020 1.205 0.036

1.70 µm 0.045 1.586 0.052 0.029 1.536 0.047 -0.026 1.541 0.049

Figure 3.16: The calibration data points (blue dots) matched the fit (black line) very
closely when using a quadratic fitting function.
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The radiometric calibration revealed some strange behavior at very low radiance

levels. As the radiance levels were increased from zero, the detector would output

voltages that began either increasing or decreasing, and then would switch direction.

Figure 3.17 is essentially a plot of Figure 3.16 but zoomed in (note the y axis scale

difference). In Figure 3.17, the black line begins at the lowest radiance level and

then increases in radiance value, but not necessarily in voltage. The line represents

the systematic increase in radiance level to emphasize that the strange behavior is

not just noise, but indeed a response to the increasing light level. Unfortunately,

this means that at low voltages the radiance is not a function of the detector signal,

and so we do not analyze signals below this voltage threshold, namely voltages below

0.020 V.

Figure 3.17: The calibration at very low light levels exhibited some strange behavior.
Occasionally, the response of the detectors would decrease when the light level was
increasing. Due to this odd behavior, measurements with readings this low were
ignored.

Some SWIR detectors have a temperature dependence, such that the coefficients

in Equation (3.2) would depend on temperature and Cx,band would instead be
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Cx,band(T ). The thermoelectric heater/cooler in the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter

was set to 20 ◦C for normal operation, but to determine temperature effects, the

instrument was calibrated at 15 ◦C and 25 ◦C as well. Three independent calibrations

at 20 ◦C are plotted as solid, dashed, and dotted black lines, a calibration at 15 ◦C is

plotted in blue, and a calibration at 25 ◦C is plotted in red in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18: Calibration plots for 3 different temperatures of 15 ◦C, 20 ◦C, and 25 ◦C.
The black solid, dashed, and dotted lines are for 20 ◦C, the blue line is for 15 ◦C, and
the red line is for 25 ◦C.

Figure 3.18 appears to have very minimal differences between temperature and

the differences that are present do not appear to be systematic. That is, as the

temperature goes from 15 ◦C to 25 ◦C, the slope of the line does not always increase

or decrease. Figure 3.19 plots the percent difference between the chosen calibration

(which is plotted in Figure 3.16 and used in all the data analysis) and the four other

calibrations. As expected, the calibrations done at the same temperature of 20 ◦C

(the black lines) are close and only off by at most a percent. The dashed line is very

nearly zero, and this is likely because this calibration was done immediately after the
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chosen calibration. The 25 ◦C calibration typically has a larger difference than the

other temperatures, but in some cases the 15 ◦C has the largest difference. Aside from

voltages below 0.5 V, the percentage difference is below 6%. The consistency of the

20° temperature calibrations strongly suggests that our calibration is well done and

usable.

Figure 3.19: Calibration plots for 3 different temperatures of 15 ◦C, 20 ◦C, and 25 ◦C.
The black solid, dashed, and dotted lines are for 20 ◦C, the blue line is for 15 ◦C, and
the red line is for 25 ◦C.

3.7 Polarimetric calibration

The polarimetric calibration determined whether each of the polarizers was

oriented correctly at 0°, 90°, and 45°, and to verify that each polarizer provided

sufficiently high polarimetric contrast. Although the polarizers had to be rotated

into the proper states during the building of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, this

polarimetric calibration acted as a double check on the orientations of the polarizers,

and also as a check on the radiometric calibration. The polarimetric calibration was
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completed using the same integrating sphere from Section 3.6 and a custom-built

�108-mm wire-grid polarizer (Meadowlark Optics Versalight - aluminum wire grid

on UV grade fused silica substrate) that was attached to a high-precision rotation

stage (Newport Optics RV160CC). A photograph of the setup for the polarimetric

calibration is shown in Figure 3.20.

Integrating
sphere

Polarizer
SWIR 3-channel

polarimeter

Figure 3.20: A photograph of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, the polarizer in
the precision rotation stage, and the integrating sphere used for the polarimetric
calibration. Photo courtesy of Riley Logan and Elizabeth Rehbein.

Prior to any calibration, the orientation of the polarizer in the rotation stage

had to be determined. This vital step would ensure that the three polarizers in

the polarimeter would be at the correct angles relative to the scattering plane. The
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polarizer was placed on one end of an optical table and the integrating sphere was

positioned on the other end and was pointed toward the table at a slight angle such

that most of the light exiting would bounce off of the table toward the rotating

polarizer. Some of the light would reflect at or near the Brewster angle, and so as the

polarizer rotated, the intensity would follow Malus’s law. When a minimum intensity

was detected (or interpolated afterwards), it would correlate the polarizer angle with

an absolute orientation. This method determined that the polarizer passed vertical

polarization (i.e., perpendicular to the table), when oriented at an angle of 99.48°.

During the actual construction of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, the polarizers

were rotated into their respective orientation. This process also involved an

integrating sphere and a polarizer mounted in a precision rotation stage. The

polarimeter looked through the rotating polarizer at the integrating sphere as it

rotated through about 180°. Then, the data were fit to a cos2-like function (described

below) to find where the maxima occurred. If the maxima were not at the correct

positions, a slight rotation was applied to the lens tube that was housing the polarizer

and this was repeated until the polarizer was within 0.5° of its expected orientation.

Finally, the lens tube holder was tightened, and a check was done by repeating the

process one final time.

The final polarimetric calibration was very similar to this process, the only

differences were in the small details. The setup included the integrating sphere as the

output, the polarizer on the rotation stage to set the polarization state of light, and

the polarimeter, which then collected the polarized light in each of its three channels.

More baffles were included to reduce the amount of scattered light, the precision of

the rotation stage was increased to 1° and it swept through slightly more than 360°.

The results are plotted in Figure 3.21 and the general shape of the output from the

polarimetric calibration looked like a cos2 function, but upon closer inspection, two
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non-ideal characteristics were uncovered; a non-zero pedestal from scattered light, and

a double reflection from the pair of wire-grid polarizers—these are discussed below.

Figure 3.21: The uncalibrated and calibrated curves for all nine measurements during
the polarimetric calibration did not reach zero at their minima. The blue, green, and
red lines represent the vertical, diagonal, and horizontal channels, respectively, and
are plotted with respect to the scattering plane (not the plane defined by the optical
bench).

3.7.1 Non-zero pedestal from scattered light

After completing the polarimetric calibration and plotting the results, the

minima of the cos2-like function did not reach zero, or at least the lowest value

considering the 5,000:1 extinction ratio of the polarizers. Figure 3.21 plots the

polarization dependence for each of the nine polarization and spectral combinations.

The uncalibrated data are in the left column and the calibrated curves are plotted on

the right. Inspection of the calibrated curves reveals that they do not have minima

near zero.

Non-zero minima were the result of scattered light after the first polarizer. Light
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had passed through the first polarizer scattered off of a subsequent surface back

toward the first polarizer, then scattered from it and thus increased the number of

photons reaching the detector with altered polarization state. The rotating polarizer

mount had a shiny metal surface on its interior, as can be seen in the photograph in

Figure 3.22. Furthermore, some edges or ridges are present within the internal portion

of the rotation stage, which could scatter a significant amount of light back toward

the rotating polarizer with an altered polarization state. The cylindrical shape of the

scattering surface of the mount would induce polarization states such that the light

was randomly polarized again. These “unpolarized” electric fields would then travel

back toward the rotating polarizer. The fields that were parallel to the wire grids

would reflect back into the polarimeter, and even some portion of light may have

reflected from the substrate, again directing more unwanted scattered light into the

polarimeter. To reduce the amount of scattered light, I covered the internal portion

of the mount with black tape, and reduced the entrance pupil by adding an external

aperture of black felt. A photograph of the mount with the addition of the black tape

is shown in Figure 3.23. A polarimetric calibration was run on the diagonal channel

for the old setup (with the shiny mount) and the newly baffled setup, and the results

are presented in Figure 3.24.

In Figure 3.24, the radiometrically calibrated data from the two polarimetric

calibrations are shown for the poorly baffled (left) and newly baffled (right)

experiments. The minimum values decreased by about 50% for the newly baffled

calibrations, suggesting that scattered light was indeed contributing to the nonzero

pedestal. The newly baffled system still did not reach the expected minimum value,

and this is probably due to similar scattering within the lens tube assembly. Although

the tubes have a black interior, the various surfaces within the tubes, whether they

be the retaining rings or the internal threads, reflect enough light (as described in the
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Figure 3.22: The rotation stage had a
shiny metallic interior, which scattered
light.

Figure 3.23: By baffling the interior
of the mount with black tape, the
amount of scattered light was reduced.

Figure 3.24: A comparison of polarimetric calibration on the diagonal channel for the
poorly baffled and newly baffled rotation stage shows that the baffling reduced the
amount of scatted light, suggesting that the reason for a non-zero pedestal is indeed
from scattered light.
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above paragraph), so that a pedestal is present. Considering the pervasiveness of this

effect, it may be very difficult to achieve a result without a pedestal. Nevertheless,

this does not adversely affect the accuracy to which the polarizer orientation can be

calibrated.

One of the reasons this problem exists is that the polarizers are wire grids. This

type of polarizer reflects most of the parallel electric field instead of absorbing it, like

polymer-based polarizers would. Since the polarimetric calibration used a wire-grid

polarizer, much like the wire-grid polarizers in the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, the

dominant cause of reflections was not from edges and ridges along the optical path,

but in fact the fixed polarizer within the polarimeter itself. The pair of wire grid

polarizers created an environment for a unique set of reflections. This particular

effect was not necessarily responsible for a non-zero pedestal, but it was responsible

for the deviation from Malus’s law.

3.7.2 Double reflections with two wire-grid polarizers

This section includes a paper published in the SPIE journal Optical Engineering

in March of 2019 [53]. The paper identifies how the output from a polarimetric

calibration with two wire-grid polarizers does not follow Malus’s law. It then

quantifies the two reflections using Jones calculus, and finally validates the theory

against experimental results. The remainder of this subsection contains direct

excerpts from the journal article.

3.7.2.1 Introduction It is well known that polarimetric calibrations [52, 54]

can be complicated since real polarizers are not ideal. Even seemingly simple

measurements quickly become complicated by realities such as low polarization

contrast [54], spectral light leakage [55], or reflections [56–58]. In this subsection,

we show experimental measurements and model the effects of multiple reflections
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in a rotating two-polarizer system. These effects arise in polarimetric calibration

measurements that use partially or completely polarized light as a source for

determining how a polarimeter responds as a function of the polarization orientation.

The orientation of the polarization can be varied electronically with elements such

as liquid crystal variable retarders (LCVR) [59, 60] or mechanically with a linear

polarizer on a rotation stage [56,61–63]. In the latter case, certain polarizers, such as

wire grids, may partially reflect the electric field that is parallel to the grids, causing

deviations from the ideal case defined by Malus’s law.

Reflection from a wire-grid polarizer is a well-known phenomenon [56–58];

however, to our knowledge, the details of multiple reflections have not been

discussed in the literature for a two-polarizer setup. Unlike polymer (or other

absorptive) polarizers, reflections from wire grids can cause unwanted effects due

to the superposition of the electric field. For example, narcissus and reflections of

background radiance both must be dealt with in the long-wave (thermal) infrared,

where the background is difficult to reduce, or accurately quantify [56]. As a result,

some researchers tilt the polarizer so that the reflection comes from a known source

[57,58]. This can be useful for removing unwanted reflections, but it requires a more

complicated setup, and it may not always be possible to orient a polarizer at such an

angle.

In this subsection, we quantify the effects of multiple reflections within a two-

polarizer experimental setup in the SWIR spectral band. This analysis is not limited

to SWIR wavelengths; rather, it is applicable in bands where a wire-grid polarizer

(or other polarizer with reflective properties) has a good contrast ratio and where

emissions from optical components are negligible (i.e., outside of the long-wave

infrared). By quantifying the multiple reflections within the region between the

two polarizers in a polarimetric calibration setup, we can mathematically account
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for the contributions using simple Jones calculus. Jones calculus is only applicable to

completely polarized light, and thus we only consider polarimetric calibrations with

completely polarized fields and begin the analysis only after the randomly polarized

light passes through the first polarizer. This analysis shows that the first-order (or

ideal case) of a two-polarizer setup follows Malus’s law, and the second-order effect

can be quantified with basic linear algebra.

3.7.2.2 Experimental setup and results While conducting a polarimetric cali-

bration to determine the polarimetric dependence of a SWIR polarimeter, we used

a halogen light source with an integrating sphere as the randomly polarized input

and a rotating polarizer to set the orientation of the polarization (referred to as

polarizer 1). The spectral range of the halogen lamp spanned 0.350 µm to 2.4 µm and

had a maximum total integrated radiance of 400 W m−2 sr−1. After light from the

halogen source passed through the integrating sphere, the now randomly polarized

light exited from a �10.16 cm aperture as a diffuse (non-collimated) disk of uniform

light. The polarimeter had a fixed polarizer (referred to as polarizer 2) prior to the

germanium detector. The absolute positions of either polarizer 1 or polarizer 2 were

insignificant (unless the source or detector had some polarization dependence) and

so only the relative angular displacement between the two needed be considered.

Therefore, polarizer 2 was fixed for simplicity while polarizer 1 was rotated to any

arbitrary angle. Polarizer 1 was an aluminum wire grid on UV grade fused silica with

no coating, and polarizer 2 was an aluminum wire grid on Corning Eagle XG with

an anti-reflective coating optimized for 1 µm to 2 µm. Both had an extinction ratio

of about 5,000:1. A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 3.25, where the first-

order interactions are shown as randomly polarized input light filtered by polarizer

1 rotated to angle θ relative to x̂, and then filtered again by the fixed polarizer 2
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to transmit the x component to the detector. The magnitude of electric fields from

second-order interactions, discussed below, are shown as the reflected components

between polarizer 1 and polarizer 2. Although the schematic shows the wire-grids

facing the input, we performed experiments with all four permutations of wire-grid

placement and the same second-order reflections were present regardless of which

direction either polarizer was facing. Reflections from the glass substrate likely also

contribute to second-order reflections, but our experiments showed these to be much

smaller than the wire-grid reflections.

Figure 3.25: Schematic of the setup for the polarimetric calibration used randomly
polarized light as the source, polarizer 1, to set the polarization state, and the fixed
polarizer 2 prior to the germanium detector (the polarizer lines indicate the wire
grids). The electric field magnitudes are represented by red arrows in x̂ and teal
arrows in ŷ. The grey arrows represent the direction of propagation along the z-axis
for each transmission or reflection state. The labels under each arrow represent the
notation for the initial polarization state (J0), the first reflection (Jfr), the second
reflection (Jsr), and the first and second order outputs (Jfo and Jso, respectively).

Polarizer 1 was rotated from 0° to 360° in increments of 1° using a high-precision

rotation stage (Newport RV160CC). The accuracy of the stage was typically better
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than 0.005°. If there was a systematic error in the relative position between the

two polarizers, it would produce a phase shift and could thus be ignored; however,

a random error would reduce the goodness of fit. Data from this experiment are

plotted in Figure 3.26 as black dots, and Malus’s law, I(θ) = cos2(θ), is the blue

line. Although the data nominally match the basic structure of the fit, there was a

noticeable difference between the two at angles away from the peaks and troughs. By

taking the difference between the data and the fit, a systematic error was apparent

and is shown in Figure 3.26 (b) as green squares.

Figure 3.26: (a) The normalized data from the polarimetric calibration are plotted
as black dots in the top plot along with the cos2(θ) fit as a blue line. (b) The
difference between the data and fit is shown in the bottom plot as green squares.
The difference is systematic with a frequency of about 2θ. Furthermore, there is an
uncharacteristically large valley at π rad, and peaks offset from π/4 rad (analysis from
Section 3.7.2.3 revealed the peaks to be at θmax as defined by Equation (3.14)). To
improve readability, only a subset of the experimental data points are plotted.
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3.7.2.3 Model using Jones calculus The systematic error between the data and

fit was due to multiple reflections within the space between polarizer 1 and polarizer

2 and was modeled using Jones calculus. In order to model the reflections—referred

to as second-order interactions—we began by modeling the first-order output from

the polarizer pair (with no reflections).

Jones calculus can only be applied to completely polarized light, so the analysis

began after the randomly polarized input light passed through the first polarizer.

This output was defined by the angle of polarizer 1 according to the Jones vector

J0(θ) =

 cos(θ)

sin(θ)

 . (3.3)

The J0(θ) vector was then manipulated by a series of transmission and reflection

matrices that came from the transmission matrix of a general rotated linear polarizer,

Alin(θ) =

 cos2(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ)

cos(θ) sin(θ) sin2(θ)

 . (3.4)

Polarizer 2, fixed at an angle of 0 rad, was simply AT2 = Alin(0), so the first-order

output from the polarizer pair was calculated using Equation (3.5).

Jfo(θ) = AT2 · J0(θ) =

 1 0

0 0

 ·
 cos(θ)

sin(θ)

 =

 cos(θ)

0

 (3.5)

In an ideal case, the output from the polarizer pair would contain only this

first-order term, which follows Malus’s law; however, Figure 3.26 revealed that there

was an additional output, referred to as the second-order output. This effect was

dominated by a pair of reflections in the region between the two polarizers. As in

the first-order scenario, the initial light through polarizer 1 was where Jones calculus
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began. The electric field represented by J0(θ) then reflected from polarizer 2 (with

reflection matrix AR2), then traveled back to polarizer 1 and was reflected from it

(with reflection matrix AR1, Equation (3.6)), and finally transmitted through polarizer

2 (AT2). Since wire-grid polarizers may partially reflect the electric field parallel to

the wire grid orientation, the Jones matrix in Equation (3.4) was modified to account

for the reflecting (and not transmitting) electric field by rotating θ by π/2 rad and

multiplying by an electric field reflection coefficient of ρ1 and ρ2 (where ρ21 and ρ22

were the reflectances) for polarizer 1 and polarizer 2, respectively. The Jones matrix

that represented the reflecting nature of polarizer 1 was

AR1(θ) = ρ1Alin (π/2− θ) =

 ρ1 sin2(θ) ρ1 cos(θ) sin(θ)

ρ1 cos(θ) sin(θ) ρ1 cos2(θ)

 . (3.6)

Similarly the Jones matrix for the second polarizer was simply AR2 = ρ2Alin(π/2−0).

Therefore, the second-order Jones vector was

Jso(θ) = AT2 · AR1(θ) · AR2 · J0(θ)

=

 1 0

0 0

 ·
 ρ1 sin2(θ) ρ1 cos(θ) sin(θ)

ρ1 cos(θ) sin(θ) ρ1 cos2(θ)

 ·
 0 0

0 ρ2

 ·
 cos(θ)

sin(θ)


=

 ρ1ρ2 sin2(θ) cos(θ)

0

 .

(3.7)

The incoherent nature of the light source required that the irradiance (power per

unit area) of each order be calculated as the modulus squared of the Jones vector
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before adding them together. The first-order output was found, as expected, to

follow Malus’s law

Ifo(θ) = ||Jfo(θ)||2 = cos2(θ). (3.8)

The second-order output was determined by accounting for the first reflection from

polarizer 2,

Ifr(θ) = ||AR2 · J0(θ)||2 = ρ22 sin2(θ), (3.9)

the second reflection (from polarizer 1),

Isr(θ) = ||AR1(θ) · AR2 · J0(θ)||2 = ρ21ρ
2
2 sin2(θ) cos2(θ), (3.10)

and finally the transmission though polarizer 2,

Iso(θ) = ||Jso(θ)||2 = ρ21ρ2
2 cos2(θ) sin4(θ). (3.11)

The total output, the sum of the first order and second order irradiances, was

Itotal(θ) = Ifo(θ) + Iso(θ) = cos2(θ)
(
1 + ρ1

2ρ2
2 sin4(θ)

)
, (3.12)

and revealed a deviation from Malus’s Law. By taking the derivative of the second-

order irradiance (Iso(θ) in Equation (3.11)) with respect to θ,

dIso(θ)

dθ
= 4 sin3(θ) cos3(θ)− 2 sin5(θ) cos(θ) (3.13)

and setting it equal to zero and solving for θ, we found that the maximum of Iso(θ)
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occurred at

θmax = nπ +m tan−1
(√

2
)

, (3.14)

where n was an integer and m = −1 or 1.

The normalized irradiance of the total output, Itotal(θ), the first-order output,

Ifo(θ), the first reflection, Ifr(θ), and second reflection, Isr(θ), and the second-order

output, Iso(θ), are plotted in Figure 3.27. The theoretical total output deviated from

the first-order (or cos2(θ)) output in the same way as the data in Figure 3.26. The

processes that contributed to the second-order output consisted of two reflections

and a final transmission. Polarizer 1 and polarizer 2 in the experimental setup were

nearly identical, so our simulations assumed that their field reflectivities were both

90% (i.e., ρ1 = ρ2 = 0.90). The first reflection had a π/2 rad phase shift from the total

and first-order outputs due to the reflection (and not transmission) from polarizer 1.

The second reflection induced the 2θ dependence because the light was interacting

with the θ-dependant polarizer 1 again, specifically with the π/2 − θ component in

the reflection instead of the θ component from the transmission. Finally, the light

transmitted through polarizer 2, which shifted the peaks of the second-order output

from odd multiples of π/4 rad to θmax and widened the valley at π rad.

The simulated and experimental second-order outputs are shown in Figure 3.28

and emphasize that the simulated and real data were nearly identical for a field

reflectivity of 90% (or reflectances ρ21 = ρ22 = 81%), which was similar to other

reflectance values in the visible band [64]. The troughs were located at multiples

of π/2 rad with wide troughs at multiples of π rad, and the maxima from the

experimental data were located at approximately θmax. The field reflectivity value

was found by iteratively fitting the experimental data to Equation (3.12) and varying

the field reflectivity until the root-mean-square error (rmse) was at a minimum.
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Figure 3.27: The simulated total output (red), first-order output (blue), first reflection
(orange), second reflection (violet), and second-order output (green), are shown as a
function of polarizer 1 angle, θ. The location of the first peak in the second-order
output is plotted as pink dots on each line to show the results and contributions from
the reflections and transmissions. The simulation assumed that ρ1 = ρ2 = 0.90.

When simulating the results with the experimentally determined field reflectivity, the

maximum irradiance of the simulated second-order output matched the experimental

maximum to within 0.17%.

Figure 3.28: The simulated second-order output (line) matched the experimental data
(squares) very closely. To improve readability, only a subset of the experimental data
points are plotted.
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The experimental data and the simulated total output are plotted in Figure 3.29,

with the first-order output also shown for reference. The inclusion of the second-order

output in the calculation of the total shifted the value of irradiance from the first-

order output to match the experimental data. The r2 value (i.e., the ratio of the sum

of squares of the regression and total sum of squares) was 0.9999 and the rmse was

0.0026, indicating a near-perfect fit.

Figure 3.29: The total output (red line) and experimental data (black dots) matched
up, suggesting that the total output, Equation (3.12), correctly accounted for the first-
and second-order effects. The first-order output (blue line) is plotted as a reference to
the originally expected result, or Malus’s law. To improve readability, only a subset
of the experimental data points are plotted.

3.7.2.4 Conclusion In polarimetric experiments (typically calibrations), where

two polarizers are on axis with the source and detector, reflections in the space

between the the two polarizers can have significant impacts on the detected

irradiance. Unlike polymer-based polarizers that absorb the electric field parallel

to the orientation of the grid, wire-grid polarizers tend to reflect most of this

component of the electric field. When the angle between two wire-grid polarizers

is not an integer multiple of π/2 rad, reflections accumulated in our experiment to

the point of altering the output by up to 9.7%. This can cause significant errors when
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trying to calculate the irradiance accurately and should therefore be compensated.

Third-order reflections contribute less than 1% and are ignored in this analysis,

although if sensitive applications required this degree of precision, Equation (3.7)

could be expanded and thus accommodate any necessary order. Equation (3.12)

can mathematically compensate for the error caused by multiple reflections, thus

eliminating the need to tilt or otherwise physically alter the experimental setup.

In addition to mathematically compensating for double reflections, the two-

polarizer setup can be used to estimate the on-axis reflectance of wire-grid polarizers.

Using Equation (3.12) as a fit function and varying the field reflectivity values until

the goodness of the fit is optimized will reveal the correct parameter, and thus the

reflectance of the wire grid. On-axis reflection values can be difficult to experimentally

measure, and so this method can be used to approximate the reflectance. It is likely

that ρ1 and ρ2 are affected by other parameters in addition to field reflectivity, such

as depolarization effects; however, the field reflectivity appears to be the dominant

factor.

The reflective properties of wire-grid polarizers are well known and typically

accounted for in the experimental setup of a calibration. The analysis performed in

this paper provides researchers the necessary equations to compensate for second-

order reflections so that both polarizers can remain on-axis. Furthermore, by using

this analysis as a stepping stone, the theory can be applied to more complicated and

sensitive experiments and broaden the usability of the results in this paper.

3.7.3 Iterative fitting for reflectance matching

The second order contributions defined by Equation (3.11) contains two terms,

ρ21 and ρ22, that account for the reflectance of the wire grids as well as some other

parameters like depolarization effects. Since these values are unknown, the function
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from Equation (3.12) was iteratively fit while varying ρ4 to find a minimum root

mean squared error (rmse) term. The reflectance terms were probably not identical,

but their product was sufficient for fitting and estimating true reflectance values. If

we were interested in determining the actual reflectance values of the polarizers, we

would need to have used completely identical polarizers and then we could set the

reflectance values to be equal.

The iterative fitting process fit the experimental data to a simplified version of

Equation (3.12) where the reflectances were equal. The fitting equation was

Ifit(θ) = A cos2(θ − φ)
[
1 + ρ4 sin4(θ − φ)

]
+D (3.15)

where A was the amplitude, φ was the orientation of the polarizer, D was the offset,

and ρ4 was the product of the two reflectances that were assumed to be equal. The

value for ρ was modified from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.001 and the data were fit to

each value. The fitting function returned the rmse for each iteration. An example of

one of the nine rmse versus ρ plots is shown in Figure 3.30.

The points in Figure 3.30 were then spline interpolated with resolution of 0.0001

and then the minimum rmse value was located to determine the best ρ value. In this

example, the rmse was 0.0014 and ρ was 0.81, or a ρ2 of 0.66. The field reflectivity

values from this process were stored and used in the final fitting process. The final

fits are given in Table 3.6, which shows that the vertical and diagonal polarizers are

within 0.6° of their correct orientation, and the horizontal polarizer is within 0.9°.

The horizontal and vertical polarizers are not oriented exactly parallel and

perpendicular to the optical breadboard to which they are affixed. Similarly, the pan-

and-tilt mount to which the entire polarimeter is coupled to is not precisely oriented

into the scattering plane. At worst, the difference between the horizontal and vertical
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Figure 3.30: The rmse vs. ρ plot identified the most likely value of electric field
reflectivity.

Table 3.6: The calibration equation, Equation (3.15), for each spectral and
polarization channel shows that the slopes of the spectral channels are close, but
slight variations exist among the polarization states.

Vertical (‖) Horizontal (⊥) Diagonal (45°)

(µm) A φ D ρ A φ D ρ A φ D ρ

1.55 0.77 0.59 0.02 0.81 0.74 90.87 0.03 0.65 0.78 44.39 0.02 0.91

1.64 0.72 0.57 0.02 0.80 0.67 90.89 0.03 0.66 0.71 44.42 0.01 0.89

1.70 0.88 0.56 0.02 0.79 0.81 90.88 0.04 0.66 0.86 44.42 0.02 0.89
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channels is 0.33°, which is quite small. If the absolute position of the pan-and-tilt

mount was known well enough, we could orient it such that the polarimeter orients

−0.33° from the scattering plane to account for this. Unfortunately, the pan-and-

tilt mount is not precisely calibrated for absolute position. The calibration process

involved rotating the mount with the polarimeter attached until the shadow from

the protruding camera was parallel to the body of the polarimeter case, as shown in

Figure 3.31. A discussion about polarizer orientation is further explored in Chapter 5.

3.8 Perspective

This chapter described the design and calibration of the SWIR 3-channel

polarimeter. Three different spectral channels at 1.55 µm, 1.64 µm, and 1.70 µm

were necessary for radiance ratio analysis for cloud thermodynamic phase detection

and three different polarizers oriented at 0°, 90°, and 45° were useful for phase

discrimination using the S1 Stokes parameter. The instrument was put in a

weatherproof case and, with a few modifications, could be ready for continuous

outdoor operation. The autonomous software collected measurement, time stamps,

temperature readings, and the pan and tilt locations of the mount.

Theoretical and experimental field of view calibrations determined the full-angle

FOV of each channel and their regions of overlap in addition to the matched region

on the accompanying image. The theoretical and experimental spectral calibration

determined the passband for each of the nine spectral and polarimetric channel

permutations and was also necessary for the radiometric calibration, which related the

detector voltage to incident radiance. Finally, the polarimetric calibration led to the

quantification of some interesting phenomenon with wire-grid polarizer reflections,

and reiterated the importance of stray light during such sensitive measurements.
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Figure 3.31: The polarimeter was oriented into the scattering plane using the shadow
of a protruding optic. When the shadow aligned with the edges of the case, the
polarimeter was nominally aligned to the scattering plane.
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Calibration is often a vital part of any instrument attempting to make absolute

measurements, and the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter is no exception. Although

absolute values of sky or cloud radiance were not necessary for cloud phase classifica-

tion, it helped with understanding the scenario since we could relate measurements

to expected radiance values. Furthermore, the discoveries from the quantification

of double reflections from two wire-grid polarizers revealed a possible method for

measuring the reflectivity of such polarizers. Such a fully calibrated system was

necessary for the following data analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS WITH THE

SWIR THREE-CHANNEL POLARIMETER

The SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, described in the previous chapter, was specif-

ically designed for cloud thermodynamic phase measurements using a combination of

polarization signatures and radiance ratios. The instrument was deployed on the roof

of Cobleigh Hall at Montana State University in Bozeman, Montana and collected

measurements primarily during the first half of the year 2019. In addition to the

SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, a dual-polarization lidar system [9,27] was operated at

the same time to provide validation. The dual-polarization lidar system is a well-

established method for cloud thermodynamic phase classification [9, 22, 23, 27], and

thus was used to validate all data used in this study (the current lidar system only

measures at the zenith).

This chapter begins with simulations of cloud thermodynamic phase classi-

fication based on two independent methods, radiance ratios and the Stokes S1

parameter. It then describes the data collection methods with the SWIR 3-

channel polarimeter and dual-polarization lidar. Finally, it presents results of each

independent classification method as well as the utility when the two methods were

combined into a single, more robust and versatile classification method.

4.1 Simulations

Simulations of radiance ratios and the S1 Stokes parameter as a method to

classify CTP are presented in this section. Each method exploited a different

characteristic of liquid-water and ice particles. The radiance ratio method was
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modeled using the MODTRAN radiative transfer code and determined CTP from

the different absorption properties of liquid water and ice. The Stokes S1 parameter

was found by modeling the scattering properties of liquid-water spheres and various

ice crystal shapes.

4.1.1 Radiance ratios

Radiance ratios have been a popular method for CTP classification, and

examples of research in this field were presented in Section 1.1.3. Detailed simulations

of the radiance ratio method were discussed in Chapter 2, and the same model (with

different spectral bandwidths) was used for the simulations presented in this chapter.

The same MODTRAN radiative transfer code was used to simulate solar radiance

scattered from liquid-water and ice clouds; the only difference between the simulations

in this section and those from the earlier section is the set of spectral bands used. In

Chapter 2, 150-nm-wide bands were used, but in this section the spectral bands were

matched to those of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter, specifically those detailed in

Figure 3.13 in Section 3.5. The spectral bands in the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter did

not follow exact Gaussian profiles and had full-width at half-maximum bandwidths of

approximately 40 nm. As such, the results were very similar to the other simulations,

with some small differences, mostly in the absolute value and not the relationship

between the liquid-water and ice cloud data.

Chapter 2 showed that the ideal way to use radiance ratios for CTP classification

was the 3-parameter space where each axis was one of the three ratios R1.55,1.64,

R1.55,1.70, and R1.70,1.64, defined in Equations (2.1) to (2.3), so here I present the same

analysis of the simulated results. First, the relationship between two ratios and the

optical depth was plotted in Figure 4.1. This plot, compared to Figure 2.2, showed

a much lower dependence on precipitable water vapor (PWV), but otherwise a very
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similar relationship between the three variables. The smaller PWV dependence was

likely beneficial, since PWV caused a broadening in Figure 2.2, which effectively

brought the regions for liquid water and ice closer together. Figure 4.2 shows

the simulated radiance ratios for the three spectral bands in the SWIR 3-channel

polarimeter. The pattern of this figure, as expected, was the same as in Figure 2.3.

Liquid-water clouds and optically thin ice clouds tend to dominate the bottom right

corner of the plot and optically thick ice clouds branch off toward the upper left

portion. The only notable difference was that the R1.70,1.64 axis for these simulations

had positive values, whereas they were negative in Chapter 2 for the wider-bandwidth

simulations.

Figure 4.1: The radiance ratios of simulated liquid-water (orange) and ice (green)
clouds plotted against optical depth showed large separation between the two phases.
Narrower spectral passbands correlated to a smaller dependence on PWV. When the
optical depth approached that of clear sky (black circle), the two phases became
indistinguishable.

The use of narrow spectral bands reduced the PWV dependence in Figure 4.2.

Still, though, liquid-water data were bunched in the lower right portion of the figure

and did not branch out significantly. The simulations only account for a narrow set
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Figure 4.2: When the narrow-bandwidth simulated data were plotted against three
radiance ratios, the separability between liquid-water (orange) and ice (green) clouds
remained large. This 3-parameter space was more desirable because optical depth is
not often available.

of parameters, so the modeled data were only used as a guide.

4.1.2 Polarization signatures

Polarimetric sensitivity was added to the radiance ratio method because of the

promising results from Knobelspiesse et al. [45], which showed that liquid-water and

ice clouds have a distinguishable S1 Stokes parameter. In that paper, S1 was simulated

for some visible and near-infrared wavelengths, but not the SWIR. Since then, Dr.

Kirk Knobelspiesse [65] and Dr. Bastiaan Van Diedenhoven simulated scattering

properties of liquid-water and ice particles based on the work by Hansen and Travis

[66] for liquid water and Baum et al. [67] for ice. These simulations predicted S1

values for clouds with various optical depths under various viewing conditions in the

SWIR.

Simulations that model the scattering properties of spherical liquid-water

droplets and polyhedral ice crystals can become very complex due to the enormous
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variety of possible cloud compositions. Microphysical properties, such as the shape,

size, surface roughness, aspect ratio, and orientation of cloud particles vary greatly

and thus make it very difficult to properly model clouds, especially ice clouds. Cloud

optical depth, atmospheric aerosols, and other macrophysical properties can also

influence real-world signals in remote sensing, thus further complicating an already

complex system. Even with such a disclaimer, these models can provide some very

useful information on how liquid-water and ice clouds relate to each other. The

absolute values of S1 from the simulations were a guide, whereas the general pattern

was the important characteristic of this method.

As in the radiance ratio method, cloud optical depth was one of the largest

factors that influenced the Stokes S1 parameter—although in the opposite way. Cloud

phase discrimination was relatively easy for optically thin clouds, but became more

difficult as the cloud optical depth increased since the value of S1 approached zero

for both liquid water and ice. In Figure 4.3, liquid-water clouds are plotted as orange

squares and ice clouds are plotted as green pluses. The plot is for water droplets

with diameters of 10 µm and 50 µm and ice crystals with a general habit mixture,

solid column aggregates, and solid columns. In this example, the scattering angle was

approximately 54°. The various droplet sizes and crystal shapes were not identified in

the figure because they all nominally followed the same trend, which was that liquid

water dominated the positive S1 values while ice clouds had negative values. The two

phases were very separated for low optical depths but became difficult to distinguish

after an optical depth of approximately 10. It appears, therefore, that this method is

only suitable for optically thin clouds. This likely stems from the fact that as solar

radiation propagates through clouds with larger optical depths, the opportunities for

multiple scattering increase, thus deteriorating the polarization signature.
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Figure 4.3: The simulated Stokes S1 parameter for liquid-water (orange) and ice
(green) plotted as a function of optical depth (based on simulations provided by Kirk
Knobelspiesse [65]) showed that after an optical depth of approximately 10, the two
phases became difficult to discriminate. In the model, ice took on negative S1 values
whereas liquid water was positive. Two water droplet radii were plotted, 10 µm and
50 µm, and three different ice models were used: general habit mixture, solid column
aggregates, and solid columns. The similarities within each phase were large so the
specific microphysical parameters were not identified in this plot.
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Outside of optical depth, scattering angle is another critical factor. The

scattering angle, the angle by which the photon propagation direction is changed

by a scattering event, is depicted in Figure 4.4, and defined as the viewing angle of

the observer subtracted by the sun’s elevation. Explicitly, this is

θscatter = θobserver,el − θsolar,el. (4.1)

Similarly, the scattering angle can be calculated in terms of the zenith angles, in

which case the equation becomes

θscatter = θsolar,az − θobserver,az. (4.2)

Figure 4.4: The scattering angle defines the change in angle that a photon undergoes
when scattered by some medium. In this depiction, the sun was at an elevation angle
of θsolar,el and the observer was looking at an elevation angle of θobserver,el and so the
scattering angle was the difference between these two quantities.

Figure 4.5 represents the large variety of S1 values for both liquid water and ice,

plotted vs. scattering angle. Either takes on positive or negative values depending on

the scattering angle. Outside of a scattering angle near 0°, the two thermodynamic

phases could potentially always be distinguished as long as the scattering angle were
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known. However, in the regions from −30° to 30°, the separation between phases was

not large in these simulations, and for this reason only a subset of scattering angles

were analyzed for the measured data.

Figure 4.5: The simulated Stokes S1 parameter (based on simulations provided by
Kirk Knobelspiesse [65]) for liquid-water (orange) and ice (green) plotted as a function
of scattering angle showed that the S1 parameter was only useful under limited
scattering conditions. When the scattering angle was greater than approximately
35°, liquid water was positive and ice was negative. The same was true for angles
below −35°, but this corresponded to unfavorable viewing conditions. Outside of these
regions, the S1 values were close together and would likely be difficult to discriminate
with experimental data.

Scattering angles between 35° to 90° show the greatest separation, at least for

positive scattering angles. For data collected in Bozeman, Montana (45.7° latitude),

negative scattering angles less than −30° correspond to pointing the polarimeter at

zenith angles of 60° during the summer and −15° during the winter. This region

near or below the horizon was not ideal, and so only positive scattering angles were

analyzed. As shown in Figure 4.6, where simulated S1 was plotted against scattering
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angle for all droplet sizes and crystal shapes (as discussed above), and solar zenith

angles of 15°, 30°, 45°, and 60°, there was a distinct range between about 35° to 90°

scattering angle where the liquid water and ice were well separated. Like Figure 4.3,

the droplet size, crystal shape, or solar angle were not labeled on the figure since

the nominal pattern was the same among all ice clouds, and very similar for all

liquid-water clouds as well. The difference in magnitude in S1 magnitude between

liquid-water and ice clouds was largely reduced when the cloud optical depth increased

from 2.5 to 10, emphasizing the point made earlier that polarization is most useful for

clasifying the phase of optically thin clouds. Aside from the thermodynamic phase,

the type or size of particle hardly affected the pattern of Figure 4.6 in the range 35°

to 90° and all liquid-water clouds had a negative second derivative and ice clouds had

a positive second derivative.

At some large scattering angles, the dependence on optical depth changed

slightly for liquid water. For example, as cloud optical depth approached zero in

Figure 4.7, the S1 values near 100° scattering angle started to decrease instead of

increasing as it did for most other angles. This yet again reiterates the importance

of scattering angle when trying to distinguish between liquid-water and ice clouds

using this method, and that the models are sensitive to a variety of conditions. This

figure also illustrates that when the optical depth of the cloud was unknown, then

liquid-water clouds may take on any positive S1 value and ice clouds any negative S1

value, at least in the range of 35° to 90°.

Recent studies of polarization-based cloud phase remote sensing were at visible

and near-infrared wavelengths [45,47,50], and while the characteristics for liquid-water

and ice phase discrimination remain similar, the wavelength dependence of simulated

data is shown in Figure 4.8. Again, the three different ice compositions are shown

in green and the two water droplet radii are presented in orange. The separation
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Figure 4.6: In the region of 35° to 90°, the simulated data (based on simulations
provided by Kirk Knobelspiesse [65]) showed that the separability between liquid-
water (orange) and ice (green) clouds was large when the cloud optical depth was low.
The left figure (cloud optical depth of 2.5) had S1 values separated by as much as
approximately 0.02, and in the right figure (cloud optical depth of 10), the separation
was approximately 0.005, at best. Solar angles of 15°, 30°, 45°, and 60° were modeled
and each case was plotted. Furthermore, two water droplet radii were plotted, 10 µm
and 50 µm, and three different ice models were used: general habit mixture, solid
column aggregates, and solid columns. The similarities within each phase were large
so the specific microphysical parameters were not identified in this plot.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated data (based on simulations provided by Kirk Knobelspiesse
[65]) plotted as a function of scattering angle and cloud optical depth showed that in
at most scattering angles, the relationship between cloud optical depth and S1 was
the same, but at large scattering angles the pattern at low cloud optical depths began
to change.

appeared to be large after approximately 0.87 µm, but an even larger separation was

apparent after wavelengths longer than 1.55 µm. Based on these simulations, the

SWIR holds promise for CTP discrimination.

4.2 Experiments and analysis

Data were collected primarily throughout the first half of the year 2019 and

the exact dates are shown in Table 4.1. During each day, the SWIR 3-channel

polarimeter was mounted to the pan-and-tilt mount and all appropriate power and

data communication cables were plugged in. This had to be done because in its

current form, the system was not completely weatherproof. The mount was attached

to a tripod and placed approximately 1 m from a roof port from which the dual-

polarization lidar operated its zenith-pointed laser. The polarimeter and lidar system

were near each other so that they pointed toward the same region of the sky.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated data (based on simulations provided by Kirk Knobelspiesse
[65]) showed that the S1 Stokes parameter was largely dependent on wavelength in
the spectrum below 0.87 µm. After 1.55 µm, the separability between liquid water
(orange) and ice (green) increased, suggesting that the SWIR was a good band for
CTP classification. Two water droplet radii were plotted, 10 µm and 50 µm, and
three different ice models were used: general habit mixture, solid column aggregates,
and solid columns. The similarities within each phase were large so the specific
microphysical parameters were not identified in this plot.
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Perfectly aligning the two systems would be very difficult, and quickly changing cloud

conditions coupled with the relatively slow data collection cycle of the polarimeter

meant that even if perfectly aligned, the two systems were never going to observe the

exact same moment.

Each data collection cycle operated the same way: the lidar system fired a laser

pulse and monitored the backscattered radiation in the co- and cross-polarization

states, and the polarimeter oriented itself into the solar vertical scattering plane

and collected data at three polarization states and in three spectral bands. After

each measurement, the polarimeter adjusted its azimuth so that the vertical polarizer

axis in the SWIR instrument remained aligned parallel to the constantly changing

scattering plane. A photograph of a typical experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.9.

A nighttime photograph of the polarimeter and lidar shows the beam as well as the

polarimeter. This is shown in Figure 4.10, but no data were taken at night, the photo

is only to illustrate the relationship between the beam and polarimeter.

In every experiment, the polarimeter pointed at the zenith and collected

measurements in this orientation. During some experiments, the polarimeter also

pointed at angles away from the zenith while remaining in the scattering plane to

test the dependence of scattering angle on the S1 stokes parameter. As seen in

Figure 4.6, the scattering angle was a very important factor. Measurements made at

angles other than zenith had no direct validation because the dual-polarization lidar

pointed only at the zenith. Occasionally, the entire sky was uniform in cloud type,

but more frequently, clouds with different CTP existed across the sky; thus for the

analysis, only validated data are presented.

The duration of data collection sessions varied from about 10 min to over 1 h. Not

all of the data were used because the lidar data were not always consistent between

shots. Due to the high volume of lidar data (a few hundred shots per minute), not
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Table 4.1: A table of dates when data were collected with the 3-channel SWIR
polarimeter with the dual-polarization lidar for validation.

Year Month Day

2019

January

9

10

20

22

30

31

February

1

12

14

22

March

7

21

22

25

April

2

4

18

19

23

24

May 30

June

3

5

6
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SWIR 3-channel
polarimeter

Lidar roof port

Figure 4.9: A photograph of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter and the dual-
polarization lidar during a typical experiment. The polarimeter was about 1 m from
the laser beam and so the two instruments were looking near the same part of the
sky.

Figure 4.10: A representation of an experimental setup of the SWIR 3-channel
polarimeter and the dual-polarization lidar. The nighttime photo is presented to show
the lidar beam and its relation to the polarimeter; however, no data were collected
during the night. Photo courtesy of Riley Logan.
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all of it could be classified in a timely manner. Considering this, a human user only

classified every 10th shot. The cloud type in between each classified shot was therefore

unknown, but typically assumed to be the same. In some cases, cloud type varied so

quickly that some liquid water and ice classifications were only separated by tens of

shots and oscillated back and forth, which is why a human user inspected lidar data

with high temporal resolution. Because the FOV of the polarimeter was much larger

than that of the lidar, the polarimeter could not spatially distinguish between liquid-

water and ice clouds in such cases. Typically, the laser beam was inspecting clouds

within approximately 3° of the edge of the polarimeter’s 2.6° full-angle FOV. As such,

shots within a certain time frame were considered consistent only in cases where 19

sequential classifications were identical. The number 19 was chosen because it related

to a time difference of approximately 30 s, which was assumed to be sufficient for lidar

and polarimeter temporal overlap. Although somewhat arbitrary, this duration was

chosen since the polarimeter collected data for 10 s, on average, had a different FOV

than the dual-polarization lidar system, and the two systems were likely pointing at

slightly different parts of the sky. By only considering cases that were consistent for

at least half of a minute, the likelihood that the lidar system and polarimeter viewed

the same conditions was much higher.

For the data in this study, Elizabeth Rehbein classified the dual-polarization

lidar data. Once classified, the polarimeter data that appropriately matched with

lidar data were analyzed by applying the radiometric calibration from Section 3.6

and then calculating radiance ratios (R1.55,1.64, R1.55,1.70, and R1.70,1.64) and the first

three Stokes parameter. These data were color-coded by the lidar as either blue circles

for liquid-water clouds and red triangles for ice clouds.
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4.3 Analysis of SWIR 3-channel polarimeter

From simulations and from the experimental results acquired during the first

half of 2019, more accurate cloud thermodynamic phase classification from a passive

polarimeter was possible with the combination of spectral radiance ratios and

polarimetric sensitivity than with either method alone. The following section details

the two methods and the utility of their combination. First the experimental data

are presented in terms of the radiance ratio method, then in terms of polarimetric

analysis, and finally in terms of the two methods combined.

4.3.1 Radiance ratios

Data from the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter were first analyzed in the 3-

parameter space, where each axis was one of the three radiance ratios (as defined by

Equations (2.1) to (2.3) and similar to the analysis from Chapter 2). In Figure 4.11,

the experimental results were plotted and separated based on the dual-polarization

lidar. Liquid-water and ice clouds are represented as blue circles and red triangles,

respectively, throughout the figures in the analysis section. There was a similar trend

to Figure 2.5, in that liquid water dominated the lower right portion of the plot

and ice branched into the upper left region, as well as away from the lower right

corner. Based on Figure 4.12 alone, the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter data were more

bunched together and did not appear to have a clear region of separation. The data

from Chapter 2 had 219 liquid-water measurements and 568 ice measurements over

the course of six days, whereas the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter had classified 308

liquid-water measurements and 305 ice measurements over the course of 24 days.

The increase in the number of days during which data were collected correlated to a

larger amount of cloud conditions, which is likely at least one reason why the SWIR
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3-channel polarimeter data were not as well separated.

Figure 4.11: The radiance ratios for experimental liquid-water (blue circles) and ice
(red triangles) data showed poor separation. The lower right region of the figure had
a large amount of mixing, but this was due to the fact that ice clouds with low cloud
optical depth existed in this region. Some ice clouds branched away from this region,
especially near the upper left.

Some regions of Figure 4.11 were very easily separated based on phase, but most

data were difficult to distinguish. The ice measurements toward the right side of the

figure were intermixed with the liquid-water measurements. These ice clouds were

likely very optically thin and so, as the theory predicted, produced a signal similar to

liquid-water clouds. Outside the region of mixing, some points tend to deviate from

the simulated trend completely, and branch out in any direction away from the cluster.

Such cases may have been from experimental artifacts, such as quickly changing

atmospheric conditions. Fast-moving clouds that were spatially nonuniform would

scatter sunlight non-uniformly as a function of time. The changing cloud conditions

may not have been resolved by the long-duration measurement period. The SWIR
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3-channel polarimeter had three fixed-polarizer channels and a rotating filter wheel,

and so to collect polarization information in a single spectral band required a full

rotation of the filter wheel, which took approximately 10 s. For a nonuniform cloud,

each spectral channel would measure relatively large differences in radiance, whereas

a more uniform cloud would scatter sunlight fairly constantly over the data-collection

period. Outside of such experimental artifacts, it was also possible that simulations

did not account for these particular kinds of data.

The experimental data generally followed a similar trend as seen in the simulated

data. Ice data branched away from the bottom right and mostly toward the upper

left, and liquid-water data were fairly clustered in the lower right. The relationship

between experimental and simulated data was plotted in Figure 4.12. The number

of classifiable points by inspection appeared to be very low, and suggested that this

method was not well suited for distinguishing phase for a data set with such a large

variety of clouds. However, the low sensitivity of the polarimeter or quickly changing

cloud conditions may have been the reason for the poor quality of CTP classification

(this is explored in greater detail in Chapter 5).

Some interesting cases are the experimental data in the upper left that

correspond to ice clouds with large optical depths. Inspection of the dual-polarization

lidar data for these points showed that these clouds were at a low altitude, and

although difficult for the lidar to interpret cloud optical depth, it appeared as though

it was optically thicker than the typical high cirrus clouds. The fact that an apparently

optically thick ice cloud exists in the expected portion of Figure 4.12 was encouraging.

Nonetheless, most of the data existed in the lower right region of the plot, where

optically thin ice clouds coexisted with liquid-water clouds. To attempt discrimination

in this region, the polarimetric method, which was better at classifying clouds with

low optical depths, was explored.
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Figure 4.12: The experimental and simulated data were plotted together. Experi-
mental ice (red triangles) mostly exist close to the modeled results (green pluses).
Experimental liquid water (blue circles) were spread over a greater range than the
simulated data (orange squares), but remained clustered.
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4.3.2 Polarimetric data

Polarimetric sensitivity, specifically the Stokes S1 parameter, can be used for

CTP classification under certain conditions. As described in Section 4.1, S1 was

helpful for CTP discrimination when cloud optical depth was low and the scattering

angle was roughly from 35° to 90°. The S1 Stokes parameter was calculated for each

spectral band and the data were plotted in Figure 4.13 and a zoomed in version in

Figure 4.14. From these measurements, there was not good separation between liquid

water and ice. At any scattering angle, the two phases were not distinguishable. In

the region of scattering angles from 35° to 90°, some ice data points were higher than

some liquid-water data, opposite of the theory; however, in agreement with the theory,

some liquid-water data had larger S1 values than ice. Overall, by visual inspection,

the two CTPs were not easily distinguished.

Figure 4.13: The S1 Stokes parameter for the experimental data was plotted as a
function of scattering angle for liquid-water (blue circles) and ice (red triangles) across
the full S1 range.

There was also spectral variation of S1 values among the three spectral bands

measured by the SWIR instrument. As the wavelength increased, there was also

a broadening in S1 values. For example, the liquid-water data at approximately
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Figure 4.14: The S1 Stokes parameter for the experimental data was plotted as a
function of scattering angle, but liquid-water (blue circles) and ice (red triangles)
clouds were difficult to discriminate with this method.

45° in the 1.55-µm band were more tightly packed than in the 1.70-µm band. The

spreading as a function of wavelength typically made discriminating the two phases

more difficult, such as the data at approximately 60° between wavelengths of 1.55 µm

and 1.70 µm. The spectrally dependent nature of S1 may in itself be helpful for CTP

discrimination.

When compared to simulated data, the experimental data hardly matched. For

completeness, all simulated ice and water cases at all optical depths and solar zenith

angles were plotted as a function of scattering angle. In a sense, the orange and

green lines in Figure 4.15 represent regions of possible S1 values for liquid water and

ice. The experimental data were plotted on top of the simulated results. Many of

the experimental data, liquid water or ice, had a negative S1 value, even though the

theory predicted that primarily ice to have negative values. Even so, there appeared

to be more cases of positive S1 values for liquid-water clouds than ice clouds. It

should be noted that data from the dual-polarization lidar can occasionally be very

difficult to interpret as liquid water or ice, and it is therefore possible that some data
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from the lidar were misclassified. Overall, the simulated data in Figure 4.15 do match

match the experimental data that well.

Figure 4.15: The simulated liquid-water (orange) and ice (green) results were plotted
over the experimental ice (red triangles) and liquid-water (blue circles) data for
comparison, but the data did not follow the model. Most data were negative, even
though primarily ice clouds were expected to be negative. Solar zenith angles of 15°,
30°, 45°, and 60° were plotted, and two water droplet radii were plotted, 10 µm and
50 µm, and three different ice models were used: general habit mixture, solid column
aggregates, and solid columns. The similarities within each phase were large so the
specific microphysical parameters were not identified in this plot.

From these results, S1 alone was insufficient for classification of various liquid-

water and ice clouds under a breadth of conditions. The fact that simulations and

experimental results hardly matched may be due to the complex and large variety of

cloud microphysical properties, of which only a subset can be reasonably modeled.

Furthermore, it was unclear as to which models would better match the experimental

data. It would have taken a great deal of time to simulate permutations of cloud

microphysical properties until they matched the experimental data. This means that

analysis of the experimental data will have to be done independently of the models.

While this is somewhat unfortunate, CTP can still be determined from the separation

of experimental data alone. The SWIR 3-channel polarimeter collected polarimetric
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and spectral data simultaneously and the combination of the theories provided an

improved method of classification.

4.3.3 Combination of radiance ratios and polarimetry

Independently, the two methods for CTP discrimination did not unambiguously

reveal the correct thermodynamic phase. The radiance ratios became difficult to

separate when the cloud optical depth was low, and the S1 Stokes parameter did

not provide a simple classification method, even within the scattering angles that the

theory suggested would be ideal. A combination of theories was therefore explored

and is presented here.

The SWIR 3-channel polarimeter collected nine measurements (three spectral

and three polarimetric), and a combination of up to three could be visually compared

in a figure. So far, radiance ratios were analyzed in 3-parameter space, and S1 values

were analyzed in 2-dimensional plots. There was some spectral dependence on S1,

but determining which wavelength would be ideal for CTP classification required that

all nine parameters be compared. Since nine parameters are difficult to visualize in a

single figure, they were all plotted against each other in Figure 4.16. Each radiance

ratio and spectral S1 value was plotted on both axes for a total of 36 figures. Blue

dots represented liquid-water data and red dots represented ice clouds. Unfortunately,

the differences between liquid water and ice are all but indistinguishable, so a simple

visual inspection would not suffice for CTP classification; instead, an approach was

applied to quantify which method was superior.

Instead of defining a threshold plane where liquid water and ice data existed

(at least mostly) on either side, we fit a surface to data of each phase and then

measured how many of the data were closer to the surface of corresponding phase. The

surface-fitting technique was applied to a variety of 3-parameter spaces to quantify
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Figure 4.16: Experimental liquid-water (blue) and ice (red) data were plotted in each
of the three radiance ratios and S1 values per spectral band to identify which are best
suited for discriminating between the two phases.

the classification ability within each space and determine which was best for CTP

classification. Surface-fitting was done using MATLAB’s built-in surface-fitting tool;

a surface was fit to the liquid-water data and a separate surface was fit to the ice data.

The polynomial fit considered the order in the x and y dimensions independently, and

it ranged from first to fifth order for a total of 25 possible polynomial permutations.

Higher-order polynomials were likely over-fitting the data, but they were still a useful

tool for comparing different 3-parameter spaces since within all spaces the methods

would be over-fitting.

Once the surfaces were fit to the data, the distances between each data point

and their corresponding fit were calculated—called the true fit (or true surface, or

true distance). Similarly, the distances between each data point and the opposite fit

(e.g., the distance from a liquid-water datum to the surface from the ice fit) were

also calculated—called the false fit (or false surface, or false distance). Each distance
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was measured in the z-direction only. The number of instances for liquid-water and

ice data where the true distances were shorter than the false distances were tallied.

Both phases were analyzed independently, but more importantly the sum of correct

classifications in both liquid water and ice were computed and this value was used

to determine the quality of the classifications—the larger the number, the better the

classification.

To find the best 3-parameter space for CTP classification, radiance ratios, S1

values, and S0 values were considered; specifically, the radiance ratios of R1.55,1.64,

R1.55,1.70, and R1.70,1.64, and S1 and S0 values in each of the 1.55-µm, 1.64-µm, and

1.70-µm bands. The percentage of correct classifications for every 3-permutation set

of the above parameters found that the highest classification was 88.1%. A plot of

all classification values is shown in Figure 4.17.

The 3-parameter space with the highest number of correct classifications had two

S0 parameters values and one S1 parameter, suggesting that polarimetric sensitivity

was in fact a helpful parameter in identifying CTP. The 3-parameter space, defined

by S1,1.55, S0,1.70, and S0,1.55, correctly classified 88.1% of the data with a polynomial

of 1 in x and 5 in y—also written (1,5)—a reasonable fit in x, although the y-order

may suffer from over-fitting. We consider this 3-parameter space (S1,1.55, S0,1.70, and

S0,1.55) to be ideal for CTP classification and henceforth refer to it as the combined

method.

First, the combined method was compared to the radiance ratio method.

Figure 4.18 has the percentage of correct classifications for the radiance ratio and

combined method for every polynomial. In nearly every case, the combined method

outperformed the radiance ratio method with large margins, suggesting that the

combined method was superior. Furthermore, the best classification with the radiance

ratio method alone was only 76.3% in the (2,1) polynomial.
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Figure 4.17: A scatter plot of classification quality (i.e., the percentage of correctly
identified liquid-water and ice data) showed a large diversity. Each measurement
number represented a different combination of 3-parameter space and polynomial
order.
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Figure 4.18: The difference in classification quality between the 3-parameter spaces
of the radiance ratio (yellow) and combined (blue) methods showed that the largest
percentage of correct classifications was for the combined method with polynomial fit
(1,5).

An additional 3-parameter space, named the unpolarized method, of S0,1.55,

S0,1.70, and S0,1.55 (i.e., similar to the combined method, except the S1 at 1.55 µm

was switched to S0) was analyzed to eliminate the possibility that polarimetry

was insignificant. In Figure 4.19, the percentage of correct classifications for the

unpolarized and combined methods were plotted to show that the combined method

remained vastly superior. The largest percentage of correct classifications with the

unpolarized method was only 56.6% in the (5,1) polynomial. A fourth method used

only S0 values in each of the three spectral bands, but also had lower classification

quality than the combined method. The values of correct classifications for each

method (radiance ratio, unpolarized, S0 only, and combined) are given in Table 4.2.

Although liquid-water and ice classifications are presented independently in

Table 4.2, the sum of water and ice was the best parameter for determining the
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Figure 4.19: The classification quality of the unpolarized (yellow) and combined (blue)
methods were plotted to identify if polarization was a contributing factor. The only
difference between the unpolarized and combined method is that the unpolarized
method used S0 in place of S1. The combined method was always greater per
polynomial order, and had the largest overall percentage of correct classifications,
suggesting that polarimetric sensitivity improved classifications.

Table 4.2: The quality of classification for the radiance ratio, unpolarized, S0 only,
and combined methods showed that the combined method was superior. There were
308 liquid-water data, 305 ice data, and their sum was 613; these values were used to
calculate the percentages.

Method
Water

out of 308

Ice

out of 305

Water and ice

out of 613

Polynomial

(x,y)

Radiance ratios 218 70.8% 250 82.0% 468 76.3% (2,1)

Unpolarized 252 81.8% 95 31.1% 347 56.6% (5,1)

S0 only 259 84.1% 233 76.4% 492 80.3% (3,5)

Combined 271 88.0% 269 88.2% 540 88.1% (1,5)
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better classification system. It also appeared as though some classification quality

was reduced in the process of going from S0 values to the radiance ratios. Interestingly

enough, the three-parameter space of the combined method did not use any radiance

ratios; perhaps this was, in part, because the S0-only method was superior to the

radiance ratio method. It is also worth noting that there were other 3-parameter

spaces with higher classification quality than the radiance ratios and S0-only methods,

but not higher than the combined method; however, these are not analyzed here

because polarization has already shown its utility because the best classification

method used an S1 value.

Regardless of whether these fits were optimal or not for cloud classification, they

were an appropriate tool for comparing the radiance ratio, unpolarized, S0 only, and

combined methods for the available data. At best, the combined method correctly

classified clouds approximately 88.1% of the time, whereas, at best, the radiance ratio

method correctly classified approximately 76.3% of the time; clearly the addition of

polarimetry improved cloud classification methods for this data set.

If the combined method were to be implemented for cloud classification, we

would define a liquid-water and an ice surface and identify a cloud’s thermodynamic

phase based on which surface that particular datum was closer to in the z direction.

The liquid-water and ice surfaces would be defined by

S0,1.55 =C0,0 + C1,0S1,1.55 + C0,1S0,1.70

+C1,1S1,1.55S0,1.70 + C0,2S
2
0,1.70

+C1,2S1,1.55S
2
0,1.70 + C0,3S

3
0,1.70

+C1,3S1,1.55S
3
0,1.70 + C0,4S

4
0,1.70

+C1,4S1,1.55S
4
0,1.70 + C0,5S

5
0,1.70,

(4.3)
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Table 4.3: The coefficients for liquid-water and ice classification surfaces in Equa-
tion (4.3).

C0,0 C1,0 C0,1 C1,1 C0,2 C1,2 C0,3 C1,3 C0,4 C1,4 C0,5

W 0.14 3.9 -0.038 -11 1.7 7.2 -1.3 -0.35 0.45 -0.42 -0.052

I -1.0 -31 10 264 -31 -757 49 887 -36 -367 9.8

where the coefficients are given in Table 4.3. A representation of these surfaces was

plotted in Figure 4.20. There is a region where the two surfaces were very close in value

and elsewhere the two phases are well separated. In Figure 4.21, the experimental

data are plotted the 3-parameter space of the combined method in the top right and

the projection on the their respective Cartesian planes are shown in the other positions

of the figure. Although difficult to visually verify, such an orientation improved how

well the two CTPs were classified, compared to the radiance ratio method.

Figure 4.20: The surfaces of best-fit for liquid-water and ice in the 3-parameter space
of S1,1.55, S0,1.70, and S0,1.55 adequately matched the experimental data and provided
a more accurate classification when compared to the method that only used radiance
ratios (and no polarization).
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Figure 4.21: Experimental data plotted in the 3-parameter space S1,1.55, S0,1.70, and
S0,1.55 was found to be ideal for CTP discrimination. The upper right plot considered
all three parameters, and the other corners represent the respective projections. Any
subset of parameters had a fair amount of mixing, but when all three were used,
better classification was possible.

Despite the inability to discriminate certainly between the two phases, the

separability between liquid-water and ice clouds improved with the combination of

polarimetric and spectral sensitivity. However, separating optically thin ice clouds

from liquid-water clouds was still challenging, despite the improved separability. Since

the ability to discriminate between liquid water and ice based on the S1 Stokes

parameter required only a small difference, highly sensitive detectors were necessary.

It was possible that the sensors in the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter were not sensitive

enough for this application and thus the S1 parameter was not as useful as it could

have been. However, one of the parameters in the combined method was the S1 Stokes

parameter, so it is likely that even small contributions from polarization were helpful.

Therefore, the next chapter explores the polarimetric sensitivity in addition to other

possible errors, whether in signal-to-noise ratio, polarizer orientation, or other factors.
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4.4 Perspective

The simulations of radiance ratios were fairly representative of the experimental

data. The ice clouds of large optical thickness were clustered into the predicted

regions. Most liquid-water and other ice clouds grouped together and became difficult

to distinguish. This inability to separate was, in part, due to the limitations of the

radiance ratio method on optically thin clouds. However, if an instrument with higher

sensitivity or quicker acquisition time had been used, this region may have been more

separated.

Unlike the relationship between the simulated and experimental results with

the radiance ratio method, the polarimetric method did a poor job of predicting

how experimental data would behave in terms of the S1 Stokes parameter. Nearly

all experimental data were negative despite their thermodynamic phase. This odd

behavior was almost certainly do to issues with the instrument and how it is able to

resolve small signals and quickly changing cloud conditions.

Despite the fact that the two methods had some shortcomings independently,

when combined, classification quality increased. The 3-parameter space of S1,1.55,

S0,1.70, S0,1.55 classified approximately 88.1% of experimental data into the correct

phase. The fitting technique used to do this analysis was a means to undergo an

exhaustive search through all possible 3-parameter spaces in order to find the best

one.

For this chapter, 24 days worth of data were analyzed from January 2019 until

June 2019. Such a data set has a large variety of cloud conditions and atmospheric

properties. It was certainly possible that some of the poor classifications were simply

due to observing many different clouds. It was more likely, though, that some errors

within the instrument itself, or the methods by which data were collected (e.g.,
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long measurement times) caused liquid-water and ice cloud measurements to merge

together into indistinguishable regions.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ERROR AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS OF THE SWIR THREE-CHANNEL

POLARIMETER

Cloud thermodynamic phase discrimination based on analysis of the data from

the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter was improved when data were analyzed in a 3-

parameter space that included the S1 Stokes parameter, in addition to spectral

radiance (or S0 Stokes parameter). This was not an obvious conclusion, based on

analysis of S1 alone so in this chapter we explore potential reasons as to why the

polarimetric data were not as helpful as expected.

5.1 Measurement uncertainty

Despite the improved classification with the addition of polarimetric sensitivity,

the Stokes S1 parameter in and of itself did not seem to be very helpful because

liquid-water and ice data were not well separated in terms of this parameter alone

(see Figure 4.14). This suggested that the polarimeter may not have been sensitive

enough to detect the trace polarization signatures from clouds, at least not in all

situations.

There are several design improvements that would better the polarization

measurement capabilities of future instruments relative to those of the SWIR 3-

channel prototype used in this exploratory project. The first would be to use

better-matched detector amplifiers and analog-to-digital converters. For the 613

data presented in the above chapter, most of the voltages from the detectors on

the horizontal, diagonal, and vertical channels were very low. The histogram of

the vertical channel voltages in Figure 5.1 show that values above 0.3 V were rare.
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Similarly, most of the voltages detected on the horizontal channel, shown in Figure 5.2,

were also below 0.3 V, and because the detectors had a full range of 20 V with 16-bit

resolution, the resolvable signal was 0.3 mV.

Figure 5.1: Voltages detected by the vertical channel in the SWIR 3-channel
polarimeter were typically low (less than 0.3 V) in comparison to the full range of
20 V.

The median signals of the vertical and horizontal channels were 176 mV and

156 mV, respectively. Under most conditions, the signal itself was easily resolvable by

the detector, but sporadic high noise on the horizontal channel was problematic. The

standard deviation (calculated using Equation (5.2)) of the vertical and horizontal

channels was plotted in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 and show that the horizontal channel

had some instances of anomalously high noise. The histogram in Figure 5.4 has one

portion at the low-σ end of the figure that has a distribution similar to the one in

Figure 5.3; however, the horizontal noise shown in Figure 5.4 had anomalous clumps

at much larger values of σ. These cases of anomalously high noise in the horizontal

channel were eventually traced to a defective BNC cable. The mean value of noise

was 0.86 mV in the vertical channel and 10.2 mV in the horizontal channel.
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Figure 5.2: Voltages detected by the horizontal channel in the SWIR 3-channel
polarimeter were typically low (less than 0.3 V) in comparison to the full range of
20 V.

Figure 5.3: The standard deviation of signals from the vertical channel were
consistently very low, near the resolvable voltage.
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Figure 5.4: The standard deviation of signals from the horizontal channel were
typically low, but they sporadically rose to higher levels.

5.1.1 Signal-to-noise ratio

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), defined by

SNR =
mean of the signal

standard deviation of the signal
=
s̄

σ
, (5.1)

was calculated for each datum presented in Chapter 4. As described in Chapter 3,

the polarimeter collected 100 data points for every measurement. The mean of these

100 points determined s̄ and the standard deviation gave σ. The standard deviation

was defined by

σ =

√∑N
i=1 |si − s̄|2

N
, (5.2)

where si was one data point and N was the total number of points. A plot of SNR

is shown in Figure 5.5 for the diagonal, horizontal, and vertical channels. The SNR

in the horizontal channel was sporadically much lower than that of the vertical and
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diagonal channels. Occasionally, the SNR for the horizontal channel was on par

with the other two channels, but frequently the valued dropped very near zero. An

example of such a drastic change is seen around measurement number 400. This

region was examined in Figure 5.6, where the detected signal was plotted against

measurement number and the standard deviation was included as error bars. Up

until measurement number 427, the error bars on the horizontal channel were large,

but at 428, the error bars collapsed to the same size as the vertical channel. The error

bars on the vertical channel were always small (imperceivable in this figure). This

large standard deviation was only apparent in the horizontal channel; it was due to

a defective BNC cable exclusive to the horizontal channel.

Figure 5.5: The SNR for the diagonal, horizontal, and vertical channels was typically
equal among each detector, except that the horizontal SNR sporadically dropped to
nearly zero.

The anomalously noisy signals did not depend on the signal strength, as can be

seen in Figure 5.7. In this figure, standard deviation was plotted on the vertical axis

and the mean signal on the horizontal axis, showing no obvious relationship between

signal strength and standard deviation. There did, however, appear to be step-like

regions where the standard deviation tended to cluster. The most common standard
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Figure 5.6: An example of signal for the horizontal and vertical channels along with
their standard deviations show that even when the vertical variance was low, it was
occasionally high in the horizontal channel.

deviation, detailed in the histogram plotted in Figure 5.4, was right around 0 V, but

then another common region was just below 0.02 V, and a final region near 0.03 V.

The increase in noise, when present, always seemed very similar, and was probably

caused by the same problem.

The increase in the standard deviation of the horizontal channel directly

correlated to a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio. Typically, the SNR in the vertical

channel was more than sufficient, as was apparent in Figure 5.8. Although not always

as large, the SNR in the horizontal channel was still significant. The SNR in this

channel was plotted in Figure 5.9 and a zoomed in version in Figure 5.10 because

most of the SNR values were below 20. Despite these low SNRs, very few were less

than 1, meaning the signal was at least as large as the noise.

These detectors were not only detecting radiance, but more specifically polarized

radiance. Randomly polarized radiance would be detected equally by both the

horizontal and vertical channel in the absence of noise, with only partially or fully

polarized signals causing a systematic difference between the two detectors (or a
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Figure 5.7: A scatter plot of detected signal and standard deviation in the horizontal
channel did not suggest that the higher levels of noise depended on signal strength.

Figure 5.8: The SNR values of the vertical channel were typically very high and thus
not an issue for resolving the incoming signals.
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Figure 5.9: The SNR values in the horizontal channel were clustered into the lowest
bin, or had values less than 50.

Figure 5.10: When zoomed in on the lowest bin from Figure 5.9, the SNR peak was
arond 4.
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nonzero value of S1). Radiance from a cloud in the SWIR had a degree of polarization

(DoLP) on the order of a percent. To detect such a small polarization signature, the

noise on the detectors had to also be small. The noise in the DoLP (σDoLP ) can be

estimated as

σDoLP =
σS1
S0

, (5.3)

where

σS1 =
√
σ2
⊥ + σ2

‖, (5.4)

and σ⊥ and σ‖ are the standard deviations in the perpendicular and parallel detectors,

respectively. By setting an uncertainty threshold for σDoLP of 1%, or 0.01, only data

that had polarimetric noise low enough to resolve such a polarization signature were

considered. Figure 5.11 is a histogram of σDoLP and shows that nearly 800 cases had

a low enough polarimetric standard deviation. The reason for the large σDoLP was

primarily due to the anomalous noise in the horizontal channel; fixing the anomalous

noise would fix the problem.

The fact that σDoLP was sporadically higher than 1% was probably one of the

major reasons why the S1 Stokes parameter was noisy and not useful on its own, and

why the radiance ratio method, which did not consider polarization or σDoLP , was

more insightful. Despite the large quantity of data without a resolvable polarimetric

signature, many data had σDoLP < 0.01 and those are analyzed next.

5.1.1.1 Data with σDoLP < 0.01 Out of the original data set, which had

measured 613 data in each of the three spectral bands, for a total of 1, 839 from

the horizontal, diagonal, and vertical channels, 794 had a σDoLP < 0.01 (∼43% of the
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Figure 5.11: The noise in the degree of linear polarization had nearly 800 cases of
noise below 1%.

original data set). Out of these, the radiance ratio method and polarimetric method

seemed to perform significantly better. Part of this was due to the smaller number of

data, but a larger contributor was that the noise in the degree of linear polarization

was much lower and so the SNR was large enough to contain information about cloud

microphysical properties.

The SNR values were plotted in Figure 5.12 for the points with σDoLP < 0.01,

henceforth called the large-signal set, and did not exhibit any strange behavior of the

horizontal channel drastically dropping in SNR, as it did in Figure 5.5. A histogram

of the large-signal set of data in the vertical channel, plotted in Figure 5.13, was

nearly identical in distribution to Figure 5.8, suggesting that the vertical channel was

randomly sampled by removing cases where the horizontal channel had anomalously

high σ⊥. Conversely, the large-signal set from the horizontal channel, plotted in

Figure 5.14, was very different than Figure 5.9. Furthermore, the vertical- and

horizontal-channel histograms in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 show very similar
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distributions with SNR values typically greater than 100. The fact that the horizontal

and vertical distributions match further suggests that the sampling was unbiased. The

large-signal set underwent a similar analysis as was done in Chapter 4.

Figure 5.12: Large-signal set data from the horizontal channel did not have sporadic
drops in SNR and matched the signal from the vertical and diagonal channels very
well.

Figure 5.13: The distribution of SNR values for the vertical channel hardly changed
in comparison to Figure 5.8 when only the large-signal set data were plotted.
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Figure 5.14: The distribution of the SNR values for the horizontal channel drastically
shifted to higher values and appeared similar to the distribution of vertical SNR values
when only the large-signal set data were plotted.

The radiance ratios for the large-signal set yielded results that separated the

two different thermodynamic phases well (much better than for the full data set).

Figure 5.15 shows that most ice data occupied the upper left portion of the plot

and liquid water spread through the middle region. Despite the fact that most data

were separated, there was still some apparent mixing toward the bottom right, in the

region assumed to represent clouds with low optical depth. This region is known to

poorly classify clouds with low optical depth, and so it is not surprising that despite

the large-signal set, some mixing was apparent. In comparison to Figure 4.11, the

large-signal set was clearly better at CTP classification.

The S1 parameter was also better separated with the large-signal set. Inspection

of Figure 5.16 showed that although still not unambiguous, there was certainly an

improvement in comparison to all data. Unexpectedly, most liquid-water clouds had

negative S1 values; however, most were above ice (i.e., closer to zero). Typically, S1
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Figure 5.15: The radiance ratio method separated liquid-water and ice clouds well
for the large-signal set.

from ice clouds had more negative values, which was in accordance with the theory at

these scattering angles. Overall, there was still some mixing, but this was vastly better

than when all data were compared. The two CTPs were more distinctly separated

when only the large-signal set was analyzed. This analysis only considered σDoLP <

0.01, which may be too high of a threshold. Considering this, it was possible that

some clouds had even smaller polarimetric signatures, which would require an even

lower threshold for σDoLP , which was not accounted for in this analysis. In other

words, it was possible that the polarimetric signal was not always resolved, even in

the large-signal set, which may account for some of the unexpected signatures.

Finally, the combination of the two methods did improve classification between

liquid-water and ice. The surface-fitting method used in Section 4.3 was applied to

the large-signal set and found that many 3-parameter spaces were able to correctly

classify 100% of CTP. Some of the parameter spaces included the S1 Stokes parameter

and some did not. Because there were fewer data than before, this likely pushed the
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Figure 5.16: The S1 Stokes parameter for the large-signal set showed better separation
for liquid-water and ice clouds.

algorithm toward over-fitting, which is why so many 3-parameter spaces had perfect

classification quality. Therefore, to test whether polarimetry was helpful in classifying

the large-signal set, only linear surfaces (i.e., first order polynomial in x and y) were

analyzed. Considering only linear fits, the highest classification was achieved with

the help of polarimetry in the space called the large-signal set combined method

and defined by R1.55,1.64, S1,1.64, and S0,1.64 with 97.5% correct classifications. The

radiance ratio method was only able to correctly classify 93.1% when using linear

surface-fitting, a noticeable decrease from the large-signal set combined method. The

large-signal set is plotted in the large-signal set combined method 3-parameter space

in Figure 5.17. The fact that the combined method for all data used polarimetry and

that the large-signal set combined method also used polarimetry further suggested

that a polarization sensitive instrument was helpful for CTP classification.
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Figure 5.17: The liquid-water and ice data were well separated in the best 3-parameter
space defined by linear surface-fitting the large-signal set.

5.2 Polarizer orientation

Despite the frequent low SNR in the horizontal channel, there was also the

possibility of misalignment in the orientation of the polarizers themselves, or error in

the position of the polarimeter relative to the scattering plane. Assuming that data

outside of the large-signal set were too noisy to carry any useful information, only

the large-signal set data were considered in the following analysis.

5.2.1 System matrix and polarimetric efficiency

In polarimetric calibrations, it is often useful to analyze the system in terms of

the system matrix (W ). This matrix is used to relate measurements in each channel

(H for the horizontal polarizer, V for the vertical polarizer, and D for the diagonal

polarizer) to the first three Stokes parameters (S = [S0, S1, S2] ) that describe the
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polarization state of the observed light. The fourth Stokes parameter quantifies

circularly polarized light, but since the polarimeter does not have the means to

measure circularly polarized light, the parameter was omitted and only an incomplete,

3× 3 system matrix, was considered. The system matrix was defined by


V

H

D

 = W


S0

S1

S2

 , (5.5)

and so the inverse of the system matrix, W−1, can be multiplied by the intensity

measurements for each channel to yield the original Stokes parameters, namely


S0

S1

S2

 = W−1


V

H

D

 . (5.6)

The system matrix is found from the first row of the Mueller matrix corresponding to

the measurement. Mueller matrices for the vertical, horizontal, and diagonal channels

are

MV =
1

2


1 1 0

1 1 0

0 0 0

 , (5.7)

MH =
1

2


1 −1 0

1 1 0

0 0 0

 , and (5.8)
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MD =
1

2


1 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 1

 . (5.9)

By taking the first row of each Mueller matrix, the system matrix becomes

W =
1

2


1 1 0

1 −1 0

1 0 1

 . (5.10)

Therefore, the inverse system matrix is

W−1 =


1 1 0

1 −1 0

−1 −1 2

 . (5.11)

The polarimetric efficiencies (ε), which are used to compare uncertainties among

polarimeters [68, 69], are defined by

εi =
1

2

(
n

n∑
j=1

(W−1
ij )2

)− 1
2

, (5.12)

where n is the number of measurements, i is the row (i.e., V , H, or D), and j is

the column. To correctly calculate the efficiencies, we normalize W (and so W−1

changes). As such, we arrive at an efficiency vector

ε =


√

2
3√
2
3

√
2
3

 ≈


0.82

0.82

0.47

 , (5.13)

where each element corresponds to the efficiency for S0, S1, and S2 from top to
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bottom. The efficiencies would be 1 if the three polarizers were oriented at 0°, 60°,

and 120°, but since our polarimeter had 0°, 90°, and 45°, the efficiency were all lower.

The S0 and S1 parameters were larger than the S2 parameter thanks to the pair of

orthogonal polarizers.

To implement this analysis for our system, experimental values of W (Equa-

tion (5.14)) and ε (Equation (5.15)) were found and compared to Equation (5.10)

and Equation (5.13).

Wexp =
1

2


1.02 0.97 0.16

1.04 −0.96 0.18

1.11 0.00 0.89

 (5.14)

εexp =


0.65

0.78

0.33

 (5.15)

As expected, these values were close to the theoretical calculations, but not exact.

Noise, misalignment, and other deviations from ideal conditions contributed to the

small differences.

The error analysis from Knobelspiesse et al. [45] analyzed uncertainty for a

polarimeter with fixed polarizers at 0°, 120°, and 240°. Following a similar analysis,

the uncertainty for each of the three Stokes parameters (σS0, σS1, and σS2) were

calculated by employing Chandrasekhar’s equation for linearly polarized radiation

[70], defined as

Ŝ(θ) =
1

2
(S0 + S1 cos(2θ) + S2 sin(2θ)) , (5.16)

where Ŝ is the measured signal for a detector with the polarizer axis θ degrees from the
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scattering plane. Each Stokes parameter was calculated by inserting Equation (5.11)

into Equation (5.6) to get

S =


S0

S1

S2

 =


V +H

V −H

2D − V −H

 =


Ŝ(0°) + Ŝ(90°)

Ŝ(0°)− Ŝ(90°)

2Ŝ(45°)− Ŝ(0°)− Ŝ(90°)

 . (5.17)

The difference between expected and detected signal in each detector (i.e., with added

error of e degrees), σe,0, σe,90, and σe,45 were calculated from the following three

equations:

σe,0 = |Ŝ(0 + e)− Ŝ(0)| = | sin(e)[S2 cos(e)− S1 sin(e)]| (5.18)

σe,90 = |Ŝ(90 + e)− Ŝ(90)| = | sin(e)[S1 sin(e)− S2 cos(e)]| (5.19)

σe,45 = |Ŝ(45 + e)− Ŝ(45)| = | sin(e)[S1 cos(e) + S2 sin(e)]|. (5.20)

Finally, the uncertainties were calculated by summing the squares of the above values

and the uncertainty in the linear polarimeter, σf , which was assumed to be equal for

all three polarizers.

σ2
S0 = σ2

S1 = σ2
e,0 + σ2

e,90 + 2σ2
f = 2

(
|sin(e)(S2 cos(e)− S1 sin(e))|2 + σ2

f

)
(5.21)
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σ2
S2 = σ2

e,0 + σ2
e,90 + 4σ2

e,135 + 6σ2
f =

2
(
|sin(e)(S2 cos(e)− S1 sin(e))|2 + 2 |sin(e)(S1 cos(e) + S2 sin(e))|2 + 3σ2

f

) (5.22)

Assuming a polarizer uncertainty of σf = 10−5, and uncertainties of polarizer

orientations of e =1° and 2° and S2 = 0.001 and 0.010, the uncertainty as a function

of S1 is plotted in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18: The uncertainty, a function the S1 Stokes parameter, was typically low,
despite large angular errors. The lack of symmetry in this figure is concerning and
perhaps indicative of a calculation error.

In Figure 5.18, if the angle of misalignment in the polarizer, e, was 2°, the

uncertainty got as high as approximately 7 × 10−4 depending on the value of S1.

Considering a case where S1 was −0.05 in the band centered at 1.55 µm, a reasonable

assumption based on the experimental data (Figure 4.14), the largest error, assuming

a polarizer was misaligned up to 2°, was approximately 1%. This small dependence

on polarizer alignment was promising, but did not help explain the large variety of

S1 values between liquid-water and ice clouds.
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5.2.2 Minimizing the S2 Stokes parameter

Another possibility was that the polarimeter was not exactly oriented in the

scattering plane since values of S2 were non-zero. Any error in the orientation of the

polarimeter could be accounted for by mathematically rotating the data to minimize

the S2 Stokes parameter. Because the scattering events only polarize in the parallel

and perpendicular direction in the scattering plane, the S2 parameter, which measures

the amount of polarized light in the 45° and 135° state, should therefore be zero. By

using the rotation matrix,

M(θ) =


1 0 0

0 cos(2θ) sin(2θ)

0 − sin(2θ) cos(2θ)

 , (5.23)

the Stokes parameters that were measured in the instrument plane were rotated to

the Stokes parameters relative to the scattering plane to see if the polarimeter was

indeed outside of the scattering plane.


S0

S1

S2


scattering plane

=


1 0 0

0 cos(2θ) sin(2θ)

0 − sin(2θ) cos(2θ)



S0

S1

S2


instrument plane

(5.24)

For every datum in the large-signal set, the instrument plane was rotated from

−π rad to π rad. Then, the S2 values of the scattering plane were fit to a sin function,

specifically, a sin(2θ−β)+ c, where a was the amplitude of the wave, c was the offset,

and β was the angle that the polarimeter deviated from the scattering plane. This

angle was then used to rotate that measurement into the correct scattering plane.
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The plot of S1 for each of the 1.55-µm, 1.64-µm, and 1.70-µm bands for the case

of the scattering plane (SP) and instrument plane (IP) are shown in Figure 5.19.

This figure contains six different plots; the top row of plots represents S1 values

for the scattering plane, and plots in the instrument plane are in the bottom row.

Each of the columns represent the different spectral bands. Despite the rotation to

minimize S2, the S1 parameter did not appear to improve much. A histogram of

S1 values for liquid water and ice for both SP and IP in the three spectral bands is

plotted in Figure 5.20. In this figure, the S1 parameter is the IP plane was actually

better separated than the S1 values in the SP place, thus it was clear that the original

plane, the instrument plane, was better at discriminating between liquid-water and ice

clouds. It was therefore likely that the polarimeter was close enough to the scattering

plane in the first place and the rotation actually oriented the polarimeter further away

from the proper direction.

Figure 5.19: The S1 values for large-signal set data that were rotated to minimize S2

are plotted in the top row, and large-signal set data that remained in the instrument
plane are plotted in the bottom row.
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Figure 5.20: A histogram that shows the overlap between liquid water and ice for
large-signal set data that were (top) rotated into the scattering plane and (bottom)
remained in the instrument plane.

The lower efficiency of the S2 parameter coupled with the noisy measurements

was a likely reason why the minimization of this parameter was not helping to orient

the polarimeter in the proper direction, but rather, it was randomly rotating due to

noisy data. Furthermore, the lack of perfect overlap and the slow acquisition time of

the polarimeter may have all contributed to why this method was not helpful.

5.3 Clear sky

Analyzing the polarimetric signal from clear sky can be helpful since it is well

known and also more consistent than the polarimetric signal from dynamic clouds.

A small subset of clear sky data provided the opportunity to inspect how the SWIR

3-channel polarimeter detected the polarization signature of clear sky.

The S0 parameter for clear sky is shown in Figure 5.21 and had fairly low signals,

on the the order of 0.1 V per channel. Their corresponding S1 values were plotted

in Figure 5.22. The S1 values were negative for nearly each datum, which was

expected based on Rayleigh scattering theory. When sunlight undergoes Rayleigh
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scattering, the polarization of the photons is perpendicular to the scattering plane.

Since the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter was always aligned to the solar-vertical plane,

it would view perpendicularly polarized photons under clear-sky conditions, and thus

read a negative S1 value. As photons propagate through the atmosphere, some

undergo multiple scattering, which lowers the DoLP from 100%, but the signature is

almost always large enough to detect. This check suggested that our polarimeter was

measuring clear sky polarization correctly and so our instrument and experimental

setup was at least close to expectations.

Figure 5.21: The S0 value for clear sky decreased as a function of scattering angle,
an expected response.
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Figure 5.22: The S1 value for clear sky was negative, as expected.

5.4 Perspective

There was a significant problem with the SNR in the horizontal channel that was

caused by a defective BNC cable, and most of those data had to be removed before

the analysis revealed a clearer separation between liquid-water and ice clouds. The

SNR issue was only partly solved by only considering data with σDoLP < 0.01 because

some clouds may have even weaker polarization signatures than 1%. This may be

one of the reasons that the polarimetric analysis was never that strong with this

instrument. An important implementation for future systems will be more sensitive

detectors.

Outside of the SNR explanation, polarimetric uncertainty may have impacted

the findings. Polarimetric uncertainty was analyzed through system matrices and

efficiencies, the effects of polarizer uncertainty, attempts at rotating back into the
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scattering plane by minimizing S2, and analyzing clear sky polarization patterns.

Throughout all of the analyses, the only consistent finding was that S1 values for

ice clouds were mostly negative, and liquid-water clouds were often negative, but

also had many positive values. When considering all data, two phases were not

separated that well, which was likely either from the high cases of σDoLP or because

cloud conditions were changing too quickly; however when the large-signal set was

analyzed, the separation between the two phases was much greater, and still found

polarization sensitivity to be helpful for CTP classification.

Outside of the large polarimetric noise (i.e., σDoLP ), perhaps the most likely

culprit of S1 ambiguity was the condition of the sky. Fast-moving clouds could traverse

the FOV of the polarimeter within a few seconds, but the duration of data collection

was approximately ten seconds, so some smearing within a single measurement was

almost a certainty. It could be the reason why S1 values for liquid water and ice were

not well separated. Sometime, the cloud conditions were probably very consistent

and other times they were not. This could be tested within the SWIR 3-channel

polarimeter if the three spectral bands were replaced such that all were centered at

the same wavelength so that one simultaneous Stokes measurement could be made in

one second, or the integration time of the detector.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

Clouds, although very common, are very complex and greatly influence the

they way that solar radiation interacts with the Earth. They are also important

to characterize so that optical communication with space-based systems can occur

uninhibited. Furthermore, for remote sensing of the atmosphere or objects in the

atmosphere the background must be well known. All of these applications rely on

the characterization of clouds, which can be difficult because cloud microphysical

properties are intricate and often dynamic. Properties like particle size, shape,

orientation, surface roughness, concentration, and thermodynamic phase are some

of the most important considerations in understanding climate and weather. Prior to

determining most of these properties, the cloud thermodynamic phase (CTP) must

be identified.

The process of detecting CTP with passive instruments has some advantages over

active systems, such as dual-polarization lidar, considering aspects such as cost, eye

safety, and power consumption, and over in situ systems, since these can be expensive

to deploy and, although very accurate, only measure small regions of a cloud. Passive

instruments are typically less expensive and can be deployed around the globe such

that they run continuously. Nearly all passive CTP detection methods use spectral

radiance ratios in bands where the absorption in liquid water and ice are different, but

such methods suffer when the cloud optical depth is low. By including polarimetric

sensitivity to a radiance ratio method, the CTP should be classifiable under conditions

where clouds have low or high optical depths. The SWIR 3-channel polarimeter had

spectral and polarimetric sensitivity and showed that the combination of the two
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methods improved CTP discrimination.

The SWIR 3-channel division-of-time polarimeter collected scattered solar

radiance in three spectral and polarimetric states so that analysis could be done

in the combined domain of radiance values and the S1 Stokes parameter. Within a

combined parameter space, such as the one defined in Section 4.3 (S1,1.55, S0,1.70, and

S0,1.55), the surface-fitting method determined that this was an ideal 3-parameter

space for separating liquid-water and ice clouds. Such preliminary results were

possibly subject to over-fitting and similar limitations, and so the results suggest

that polarization is helpful, but further experimental data are necessary to further

vet this method. Despite the fact that the inclusion of polarization improved the

classification ability, the S1 parameter did not behave as predicted by simulations or

show good separation between liquid-water and ice clouds due to low signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) in the horizontal polarizer channel, low sensitivity of the detectors, and

dynamic cloud conditions.

When only data with a large SNR were analyzed, the classification ability greatly

improved and the ability to visually distinguish liquid-water from ice increased.

Unfortunately, the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter was plagued by low sensitivity, some

electronic issues, and a long duration of data collection (∼10 s). These shortcomings

were present because the polarimeter was designed to be a low-cost, proof-of-concept

instrument. Had the polarimeter not had these issues, it is likely that classification

ability would have been even greater than what was found in this study.

To test two of the three major limitations of the polarimeter, some future

experiments can examine some likely culprits. For example, a change from division-of-

time to division-of-focal plane could eliminate some temporal artifacts. With such a

change, the instrument would be disassembled, and so the culprit of the large noise in

the horizontal channel could be remedied. The rebuild would require a new calibration
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and some software modifications, but it would be a simple test to determine if fast-

moving clouds plague the data with polarimetric artifacts that cause the S1 value to

behave unexpectedly.

The third limitation of the polarimeter is its low sensitivity. The detectors have

a range of 20 V, but typically only collect data with signal strength below 0.3 V. An

increase in dynamic range could allow for an increase in SNR so that the polarimetric

signal could be resolved and the S1 parameter could be more useful.

The utility of the combination of polarimetric and spectral radiance is in the

fact that both methods can work from ground-based instruments, and each method

excels under opposite conditions. What has hindered the radiance ratio method for

many years is the inability to classify clouds with low optical depth. The polarimetric

method, in simulations and some preliminary work [45,47,50], has strongly suggested

that clouds with low optical depth are the easiest to classify. Furthermore, the results

from Chapter 4 found that the combination of the spectral radiance and polarization

improved the ability to classify the two cloud types, therefore combining the two

theories may be a reasonable approach for discrimination of cloud thermodynamic

phase. The reasons why it did not perform as well as expected (which were explored

in Chapter 5) can be remedied by implementing more sensitive detectors (e.g., Indium

Gallium Arsenide avalanche photodetectors) and reducing temporal dependencies

(e.g., with high speed liquid crystal variable retarders).

The work from this dissertation lays some of the foundational groundwork for

future iterations of a spectral polarimeter and for new instruments that rely on similar

properties. First and foremost, a division-of-time polarimeter with slow (on the order

of seconds) data collection duration is prone to artifacts from changing clouds. As

discussed above, some modifications to the current instrument could be made such

that spectral measurements are made concurrently and polarimetric measurements
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are simultaneous. For example, since the filter wheel holder has six slots, three slots

(that are non-adjacent) could hold 1.55-µm spectral bandpass filters and the other

three could hold 1.70-µm filters. This would cause the loss of information from the

band at 1.64 µm, but it would allow the polarimeter to capture all three polarization

measurements at once for each spectral channel. There would still be a time difference

between the two spectral measurements, but this may be less prone to artifacts from

quickly moving clouds. Furthermore, an instrument with no temporal dependence,

that is, one where all spectral and polarimetric states are captured simultaneously,

would be the ideal system. If budget allowed, more sensitive detectors and larger

optics would provide a higher signal-to-noise ratio while maintaining a reasonable

field of view.

The polarimetric method, which contributed to cloud thermodynamic phase

discrimination, but only weakly, could be further tested with sensitive detectors, such

as photomultiplier tubes (PMT), in the visible spectrum. The theory suggests that

the polarimetric method should discriminate between CTP better in the SWIR than

the visible spectrum, and previous studies have shown that this appears to be the

case [45, 47, 50], but more experimental data would clearly identify how useful this

method truly is. A PMT system that was originally designed for the 2017 solar eclipse

was modified for nighttime CTP classification, but was not sensitive enough for this

application. Instead, it could be used during the daytime for CTP discrimination

using only the polarimetric method. Although it deviates from the idea to combine

spectral and polarimetric sensitivity, it could reveal how well the polarimetric method

works on its own so that an adequately sensitive detector in the SWIR could be used

in a future iteration of the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter.
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Finally, a future instrument with polarimetric and spectral sensitivity in the

shortwave infrared could have the form of a CMOS or CCD detector with polarizing

and spectral filters on the pixel level. Quickly changing cloud conditions are a

frequent occurrence, and so a polarimeter that collects the radiance values and Stokes

parameters in three spectral bands quickly and also spatially resolves portions of

the sky would be a powerful instrument. The findings from this work can be used

to design and build pixel-level filters with spectral and polarimetric sensitivity in

the SWIR; in fact, some of these filters are in the prototype process [71]. This

would provide cloud thermodynamic phase classification in time and space, with the

potential ability to resolve individual clouds in different parts of the sky all at once.

Plus, the simultaneous nature of pixel-level filters would greatly reduce temporal

artifacts. If a sensitive enough detector array were available, such an instrument

would be an improvement over a polarimeter that collects a single-point measurement,

such as the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter. A camera system that takes a snapshot of

the sky and outputs radiance values at 0° and 90° at three bands in the SWIR could

provide the climate community with a very useful tool for improving the study of

the Earth’s climate. However, the next steps are to thoroughly vet the combination

of the spectral radiance and polarimetric methods by collecting more experimental

data. By doing so, future research could reveal a threshold for liquid-water clouds,

ice clouds, and possibly mixed-phase clouds, providing a more concrete method of

discriminating cloud thermodynamic phase than explored in this work.

Currently, climate change is an important topic for the entire globe, and any

tool that can help our understanding of how and why the climate is changing can

make a difference in the health of our planet. Cloud thermodynamic phase is one

of the largest uncertainties in climate models and therefore in our understanding of

the climate, thus the need for tools that can frequently classify cloud thermodynamic
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phase with high accuracy. Although further work is necessary before a realizable

instrument is ready, the promise of the combination of spectral and polarimetric

sensitivity in the SWIR 3-channel polarimeter is a stride in the right direction for

understanding climates.
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